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TWO DECADES-FEDERAL AERO-REGULATION
IN PERSPECTIVEt
By J.

HOWARD HAMSTRA*

Postmaster General Farley informed the nation's press at four
o'clock on the afternoon of February 9, 1934 that the government
had annulled all air mail contracts effective midnight February 19,
1934. For weeks prior, his assistants, W. W. Howes and Harllee
Branch had spent long hours searching the records left by retired
Republican Postmaster General Brown. Their conclusion, independent of Senator Black's committee investigating air and ocean
mail contracts, which had been strikingly successful in keeping itself
in the headlines, was that there had been fraud and collusion in the
letting of the contracts. It was known that four companies possessed
91% of the aviation industry's assets, carried 89% of the air mail
and received 83% of the air mail appropriations; this had been
t Aviation's growth has been so strikingly recent that the events herein
chronicled are within the memory of the majority of people. To those nurtured
and developed in the industry, the facts presented possess no novelty. Hence
publication must justifiably rest on other grounds. Three are submitted: 1) While
known, little effort has been expended toward collection and recordation of
historical facts. In the majority of instances, widely scattered source materials
must of necessity be relied upon. 2) The events are so closely interwoven with
the lives of those who know them that dispassionate comment is a rarity. The
writer's sole intent has been to give an impartial account of the events as they
occurred. 3) The majority of people "only know what they read in the newspapers." The truth of the matter is that these facts are known only to a select
few. It is hoped that this chronicle will aid an increasingly air conscious public
to adopt a more dispassionate attitude which will make possible certain advances
herein suggested.
Detailed acknowledgment of all source material is impossible. Primary are
the Congressional hearings: Select Committee on Expenditures In the War
Department, House of Representatives, 66th Congress (1919) ; Senate committee
on Investigation of Air Mail and Ocean Mail Contracts 73rd Congress (1934).
The Meade Committee Report, House of Representatives (1933); Hearings on
the Air Mail Act of 1934, Senate, 73rd Congress (1934). Information will also be
found in the Congressional Record (See particularly Vol. 78).
Other multifarious sources include, Air Commerce Act of 1926, Legislative
History, F. P. Lee (Senate document) ; Rhyne, Civil Aeronautics Act Annotated
(1939) ; Lundberg America's 60 Families (1937); Fortune Magazine. May,
1934: Moody's and Poor's Ianuals; Handbook of the Air Transport Industry
(J. S. Bache & Co., 1940) ; Aircraft Yearbooks (Aeronautical Chamber of
Commerce).
* Student Editor, JOURNAL OF AIR LAW AND COMMERCE; Member.
Illinois Law Review Editorial Board. This paper was in part originally written
as a portion of the work in the seminar on the Public Control of Business, Northwestern University School of Law, by the author, a third year student.
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reported by the Mead Committee of the House in 1932.1 Known
also was the fact that from July 1, 1929, to December 31, 1933,
air mail contractors had been paid more than $78,000,000 for services
reasonably worth only $46,800,000. And it was the finding of the
investigators that the majority of this money had been disbursed by
way of a "spoils session" conducted by the retired Postmaster General when the law clearly called for competitive bidding. Postmaster
. Meade Committee Report H. R. 8578, April 20, 1933.
"Although the air transport industry is a very young one Its intercorporate
relationships have rapidly assumed a degree of complexity which would do
credit to long established industries such as the utilities and the railroads. Just
as in these latter two fields the holding company has become the typical device
for control, so in the field of air mail operations, the holding company rapidly
assumed a dominant position. At the present time 98 per cent of the entire air
mail system Is controlled by holding companies, some of which, in turn, are
controlled. by superholding companies. . . . Eight of the nine companies which
have air mail contracts are either holding companies or are themselves held by
holding companies. In some cases the air mail operating company is both a
holding company and is controlled by a superholding company, or pure holding
company. In some cases, again, the holding company owns 100 per cent of the
stock of the companies controlled, while in other cases it owns only enough stock
to secure control of the policies of the companies held.
"Air mail companies controlled by holding companies: United Air Lines;
American Airways, Including Transamerican Airlines, recently brought into
the American Airways System; Transcontinental & Western Air; Eastern Air
Transport; Northwest Airways; Western Air Express and Pennsylvania Air
Lines.
"A closer examination of each company's corporate structure revealed the
following. United Air Lines controls four air mail operating companies through
stock ownership, and is, in turn, owned 100 per cent by United Aircraft &
Transport, a holding company which controls airplane and airplane engine
manufacturing companies as well as certain propeller companies.
"American Airways controls numerous subsidiary companies, some of
which have been recently liquidated, and is, In turn, owned 100 per cent by
Aviation Corporation of Delaware, a holding company which is reported to have
controlled in 1930 over 118 companies through stock ownership, many of which
companies lay in the aviation field. Many of these corporations were acquired
through mergers and have since been dissolved. Aviation Corporation of Delaware
also owns 22 % per cent of the stock of Northwest Airways.
"Transcontinental & Western Air, which operates air mail route 34, is owned
by three aviation holding companies: Western Air Express, Transcontinental
Air Transport and Pittsburgh Aviation Industries Corp. Each of the first two
owns approximately 471h per cent of the stock of T. & W. A. and Pittsburgh
Aviation Industries Corporation owns the remaining 5 per cent. Transcontinental
Air Transport also owns 22% per cent of the stock of Northwest Airways.
"Eastern Air Transport, which operates between New York and Miami. is
owned 100 per cent by North American Aviation, large aviation holding company
with stock interest in several enterprises.
"In the case of the four largest air mail systems, therefore, it is evident
that in each case they are either holding companies themselves with stock
Interests in other aviation enterprises or are owned wholly or in part by one or
more other aviation holding companies.
"An investigation of the two air mail companies of intermediate size,
and the smaller lines, reveal similar conditions. Northwest Airways, which
operates over air mail route 9 between Chicago, the Twin Cities, and the
Dakotas, Is controlled by Northwest Airways of Michigan which owns 55 per
cent of Its stock. Th6 other 45 per cent of Northwest Airways' stock, as
pointed out above, is owned by American Airways and Transcontinental Air
Transport in equal amounts.
"Western Air Express (Inc.), which holds two air mail contracts in the
West, Is owned 100 per cent by Western Air Express Corporation, the parent
company, Western Air Express Corporation, owns a 47% per cent stock interest
In T. & W. A.
"The operator between Washington and Cleveland, Pennsylvania Airlines.
Is controlled through stock ownership by Pittsburgh Aviation Industries Corporation, which In turn owns a small interest in Transcontinental and Western
Air.
"Two small companies, National Parks Airways and United States Airways,
are the only air mail companies which apparently are not involved in corporate
relationships with other companies.
"Then there is National Aviation Corporation whose policies, at least,
are controlled by United Aircraft and Transport. This company, according
to recent press reports, has been Increasing Its holdings in the constituent
companies which operate the Central Transcontinental Line. National Aviation
also controls Washington-Hoover Airport, the principal air terminus in WashIngton, D. C., and which is used by Eastern Air Transport and Pennsylvania
Airlines. There is now a bill before Congress providing for the lease, with option
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General Farley, with the assent of Attorney General Cummings,
thought these sufficient grounds tor cancelation. The Army, remembering the epic routes pioneered with their equipment, said they
could fly the mail. Thus fortified, Farley successfully sought the
consent of the Administration and issued his order pursuant to §3950,
Revised Statutes, which authorized cancelation of mail contracts
obtained by any person "who has entered or proposed to enter into
any combination to prevent the making of any bid for carrying the
2
mail." The penalty was disqualification to carry mail for five years.
Tumult arose instantaneously. Apparently a $250,000,000 industry had been run aground, eight hundred men thrown out of employment and six thousand others made fearful for their jobs. Through
inexperience, unpreparedness and plain bad luck, twelve Army pilots
were hurtled to their deaths. The press, largely dominated by the
same groups which controlled the aviation industry, was infuriated.
The Administration was accused of perpetrating an "immoral act"
through "irresponsible wrecking" of the aviation industry. "In this
country an accused man is entitled to fair trial; the air industry
got no fair trial, no trial at all." 3 Thus ran the tale, and a bewildered
public, still wondering "just what had happened," blamed politics.
The attitude of the American people, at once worshipful of
and paternalistic towards aviation, is at times a bit difficult to understand. Probably the solution lies in the very nature of the industry,
the romance of its beginning, and the conceptual breadth of its
future. Unquestionably it was this engendered attitude that, though
the balance sheet clearly showed a public fund depletion for which
no correlative gain was observable in the industry, led the public
to purchase, of this commercial airport with a view to a model public airport
being created in the Nation's Capital.
."It must be said in favor of the present air mail carriers that some of
the present intercorporate relationships were not intentional, but have evolved
in the rapid development of the air transport industry in the past five years.

This industry, like most American industries, was not 'planned'; it just grew,
and grew rapidly. If the airmail operators do not in their own interest voluntarily and without undue delay divest themselves of all stock ownership directly
or Indirectly in competitive routes, and particularly in the case of the United
Air Lines, Transcontinental and Western Air, (Inc.) and American Airways,
which companies operate the Northern, Central, and Southern Transcontinental
routes, legislation should be enacted which will bring this about. The penalty
for failure to carry out the intent of such legislation might well be a cancellation
by the Postmaster General of the route certificates of the corporation at fault."
2. 17 Stat. 314 (1872), 39 U.S.C.A. § 432. "No contract for carrying the
mail shall be made with any person who has entered or proposed to enter
into any combination to prevent the making of any bid for carrying the mail.
or who has made any agreement, or given or performed or promised to give
or perform, any consideration whatever to induce any other person not to bid for
any such contract; and if any person so offending is a contractor for carrying
the mail, his contract may be annulled; .
3.

See Senator Black's careful answer, 78 Cong. Rec. 7293, that the right

of the government to cancel a contract on the ground of fraud is the same as
that possessed by any individual, that its right to do so has repeatedly been
upheld by the Supreme Court, and that it has exercised the right many times
In situations analogous to the present one. In any event, if the other party feels
aggrieved, it has a right to go to the Court of Claims where a fair hearing will
be accorded.
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to heap the woes necessarily inherent in reorganization at the feet
of political intrigue. Possibly it is not amiss then to re-examine
certain facts in the calmer and less beclouded atmosphere of today.
An appreciation of what transpired that crucial day and vhat has
been accomplished since depends entirely on an adequate understanding of certain preceding events.
PART I

GROWING PAINS
The story may be commenced during the days of the first
World War. Though the Wright brothers were the first individuals
to operate successfully a heavier-than-air craft, America lagged in
the ensuing years. Upon our entry into the War, aircraft in this

country were few and facilities for manufacture less. Hence, a
supervisory body, the Aircraft Production Board, 4 was established,
which disbursed more than a billion dollars of government funds
in the aviation field. Though few planes ever reached the French
front," profiteering in this country was rampant. In 1918, so notorious
did the scandal become that President Wilson appointed Charles
Evans Hughes to investigate. Hughes recommended the court martialing of Colonel Deeds, a member of the Aircraft Production
Board. Charges leveled included inefficiency and gross serving of
self interest through careful letting of contracts to former business
partners. Deeds and C. F. Kettering had been the principal promoters
of the Dayton-Wright Airplane Company, an organization possessing

practically no paid-in capital. Yet to this company, thirty million
dollars' worth of contracts for the production of war planes were
let. Few were ever produced or delivered by the close of the war.6
More important than all these billions to the future of aviation
was the first Congressional air mail appropriation, a pittance of
4. Civilian members were, Howard E. Coffin, Chairman, Sidney Waldon.
Colonel E. A. Deeds, and, Robert L. Montgomery. This was replaced by the
Aircraft Board in October 1917 and was composed of nine members: Major
General Squier, Rear Admiral Irwin, Captain N. E. Irwin, Colonel E. A. Deeds.
Colonel R. L. Montgomery, Lieutenant Commander A. K. Atkins, Howard E.
Coffin, Richard F. Howe and Harry B. Thayer.
5. The Bolling commission was sent to Europe to study production and
planes in the Allied countries. Contracts subsequently let in this country were
largely for the reproduction of these models. Whether fault for the failure of
these planes to reach the front may be assessed to the Board and the industry has
been debated. See, Gorrell, What! No Airplanes? (1941) 12 JOURNAL OF AIR
LAW 1. Cf., the testimony of General Foulols and others before the Senate
committee on War Expenditures (1919), also, the Thomas Committee report
(1918). A large amount of time was devoted toward developing the Liberty
motor whch required exclusively the Delco Ignition system, developed by
Kettering and produced by his and Deed's company. It is charged that in the
meantime, men and plants stood idle which could have been devoted to production of other types of engines as recommended by the Bolling commission.
The DH-4 was the only plane produced in quantity. Rickenbacker in his
book and in testifying before the War Expenditure committee, dubbed them
"flying coffins."
6. Typical of the transactions after the war was a resale of $20,000,000
worth of planes to the Curtiss Co. for $2,700,000.
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$100,000. Service was established on May 15, 1918, with converted
army planes and pilots. From then until 1925, a transcontinental
route with scattered feeders was maintained the major portion of
the time.
Two vital pieces of legislation made their appearance at this
time. Fearing potential competition, the railroads demanded that
the government discontinue its air mail business. This resulted in
the passage of the Air Mail Act of February 2, 1925,1 providing for
carriage of mails on a contractual basis by private persons. As
amended in 1926, operators were given $3.00 a pound for 1,000
miles and 30 cents for each additional 100 miles as a maximum.
When the Act was amended in 1928 to lower the air mail rate from
ten to five cents per half-ounce, 8 air mail volume increased greatly
with the result that operation subsidized on the pound basis became
extremely profitable. On the Government's books, the service was
less than forty per cent self-supporting. The 1928 Amendment also
allowed the exchange of original contracts, let on a four-year basis,
for ten-year route certificates or franchises. No company availed
itself of this offer for it made possible the lowering of their compensation rates.
Eight routes were advertised under the original Act.9 Operations
over the first of these did not commence until a year later. Of the
eight pioneer operators, five were frozen out within six years after
the passage of the Act. 10
The other important Act of this period was the Air Commerce
Act of 1926.11 This is a landmark. By its term, it was applicable
to intrastate as well as interstate commerce on the theory that
regulations universally applicable were necessary for the protection
of interstate air navigation. The President and the respective states
were empowered to designate airspace reservations. "Navigable airspace" was defined as all airspace above the minimum safe altitudes
of flight; such airspace was impressed with "a public right of
freedom of interstate and foreign air navigation." The federal
7. 43 Stat. 805 (1925), 13 U.S.C.A. § 461, amended, 44 Stat. 692 (1926)
45 Stat. 594 (1928).
8. A more detailed treatment of this legislation may be found in Fagg,
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9. The routes were: 1. New York-Boston, Colonial Airways, by John H.
Trunbull, W. Irving Bullard, William A. Rockefeller, Cornelius Vanderbilt
Whitney; 2. Chicago-St. Louis, Robertson Aircraft Corporation, by Frank and
William Robertson; 3. Chicago-Dallas, National Air Transport, by Paul Hen-

derson, Earle H. Reynolds, C. T. Lawrence, G. Townsend Ludlngton; 4. Salt
Lake City-Los Angeles, Western Air Express, Harry Chandler, James A. Talbot,
Harris M. Hanshue; 5. Elko, Nevada-Pasco, Washington, Walter T. Varney.
10.

In

April 1930, there were 25 domestic air mail contracts. Eleven were

held by Aviation

Corp.,

4 by United Aircraft,

4

by North

2 by Western Air Express. There were 17 non-mail operators.
11.
44 Stat. 568 (1926), 49 U.S.C.A. § 171.
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government declared its sovereignty of, and right to regulate this
airspace to the exclusion of all foreign nations. Promotional and
regulatory powers were vested in the Secretary of Commerce. The
Secretary was to foster air commerce by the establishment of airports and civil airways (which he was to designate), investigate
accidents, exchange information with foreign nations, advise other
departments of government as to aviational needs, and collect and
disseminate information to the general public. Though provision
was made for the registration of airmen and aircraft, it was not
mandatory. However, air traffic rules were established by the Secretary of Commerce which had the force of law. 12 Many parts of
that Act appear today as portions of the Civil Aeronautics Act or
are incorporated into it by implication. 13
It may be well to survey the result effectuated by these two
pieces of legislation at the close of the decade. As previously noted,
bids on the original air mail contracts were high. Indeed, the government having decided to relinquish its pioneer route, the transcontinental, in early 1927, the industry was startled when William
E. Boeing, a newcomer, obtained the contract for $2.89 per poundmile as against $5.09, the highest bid. Even a greater price was
permissable under the law and most operators, while demanding
it, evidenced no interest in transporting passengers-an air mail
contract was equivalent to a gold mine. And even "crazy Bill"
Boeing made money.
Major William B. and Frank Robertson, operating as Robertson
Aircraft Corporation, were among the first to pioneer an air mail
route; that between Chicago and St. Louis. Of the three pilots
employed, one was a barnstormer, Charles A. Lindbergh. In May
of 1927, this same Lindbergh, backed by the Robertsons, electrified
the world with his nonstop flight to, Paris. With the imagination
of the populace aroused, the achievement not only was given the
extended press attention which it deserved but a concerted campaign
was inaugurated to establish the young Lindbergh as the aviation
industry's glorified mascot. By tactics later so familiar in the orgy
of '29, this and similar ballyhoo was fostered by certain moneyed
interests who, perceiving possibilities of profiteering, conceived it
a good screen 'for the coup d'etat' of 1928-32. Yet strangely enough,
when Lindbergh's backers, the Robertsons, attempted to capitalize
12. The best souirce of general Information on the Act is, F. P. Lee.
Legislative History of the Air Commerce Act of 1926 (1928 revision of 1923
edition of Law 'Memorandum upon Civil Aeronautics) U. S. Govt. Printing office.
13. See § 1107 of the CAA, 52 Stat. 1028 and 1029 (1938) 49 U.S.C.A. § 677.
The most important sections left, define air commerce and navigable air space,
provide for airway designation, declare national sovereignty and regulate entry
of foreign aircraft. (49 U.S.C.A. § 171).
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on their venture by establishing a transcontinental route, they were
summarily dismissed by the backers of T. A. T. The more immediate
results of the campaign, however, were the augmentation of flight
personnel by youths induced to follow the precepts of the "Lone
Eagle," and an increased investment of money in aviation by an
emotional public. This in turn made it ever easier to wheedle huge
aviation subsidies from Congress.
Early in 1928, there existed nineteen routes, flown by fourteen
operators, none of which were large. Passenger travel was negligible.
Yet so immense had been the impact of the Lindbergh flight upon
the public mind that before the year closed various new lines undertook the hazard of operating solely on passenger revenue. Likewise,
increased air mail income convinced certain interests that the time
was ripe to obtain control of the aviation industry. The holding
company, which was the legal device employed, proved so effective
that by 1930, five companies only escaped engulfment. Of the twentyfive air mail contracts then outstanding, twenty-one were in the
hands of three holding companies and another, Western Air Express,
which was virtually controlled by them. Though seventeen non-mail
operators struggled unsuccessfully to eke out an existence, their
efforts were insufficient to establish an adequate passenger transport
system.
The three holding companies having the lion's share of the mail
subsidy melon are worthy of closer examination. In 1925, F. B.
Rentschler resigned as president of Wright Aeronautical Corporation,
which he had helped establish in 1920, and in conjunction with George
Mead, sought aid for the development of an engine they then envisaged capable of meeting military specifications hypothesized by the
government. Nile-Bement-Pond, an established maker of precision
tools, lent a willing ear; the result was the formation of the Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft Company. This company was eminently successful. Indeed "Bill" Boeing, Seattle's madcap, thought well enough
of the engines to put them in his planes. Hence it was Rentschler,
Mead and Boeing who, on October 30, 1928, formed the United
14
Aircraft and Transport Corporation, a complete vertical trust.
14. United Aircraft was backed by the National City Bank, a Morgan
institution of which Rentschler's brother was president. Considerable interlocking of directorates existed. United sold $13,789,000 worth of stock through
the National City Bank, which got $5,895,000 for issuing the stocks. Original
stock purchasers were confined to a select group. Working control never
did get out of the bank. Boeing was chairman and Rentschler was president.
At the time of the passage of the McNary-Watres Act in April, 1930, United had
control of such important companies as Boeing Airplane Company, Chance
Vought, Hamilton Metalplane, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Hamilton Aeronautics
Manufacturing Co., Boeing Air Transport Co., Pacific Air Transport, Stout
Airlines, Northrup, Sikorsky, Stearman, National Air Transport. The Company
also owned 50,000 shares of Aviation Corp. of Americas (Pan American). Profits
for 1929 were $8,300,000.
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Indicative of the state of the industry was the fact that of thirty-one
planes owned by the company for transport purposes in 1929, only
twenty-one were equipped to carry passengers, and those only two
each.
On May 14, 1928, a group composed of the Pennsylvania Railroad, the Curtiss and Wright group, National Air Transport, and
Blair and Company (Bancamerica), organized Transcontinental Air
Transport (T.A.T.), dubbed it the "Lindbergh Line" and spurred
it to a flying start on July 8, 1929, by inaugurating the first fortyeight hour transcontinental rail-air service. Subsidiaries were Northwest Airways and Maddux Air Lines. 15 The Robertsons, backers
of Lindbergh, had envisaged this line as their transcontinental route
but they were frozen out. In an unusual transaction, Lindbergh
was given 25,000 shares of the original stock issue and he was advised
16
to sell at the earliest opportunity.
Much the same group which formed T.A.T. incorporated North
American Company on December 6, 1928, as a vertical holding company. Though at that time they possessed no controlling stock interest
in T.A.T., sufficient interlocking directorates existed to give virtual
control. In July, 1929, the company purchased the New York and
Atlantic Seaboard Air Express Company, which in turn owned
Eastern Air Express. Thus the company dominated two major
17
transport systems.
The third large company was Aviation Corporation, formed
on March 1, 1929. A holding company, it differed from the other
two in that it was horizontal, its interest being almost exclusively
in the transport field. By 1930, eleven of the twenty-five air mail
contracts were held by subsidiaries of this company. However, the
remainder of the company's eighty subsidiaries were unprofitable.
Hence it was, that on January 25, 1930, American Airways was
created to establish a more efficient corporate structure. Aviation
Corporation, the working control of which rested in Lehman Brothers,
and W. A. Harriman & Company, was the company which terminated
15. $5,000,000 of T.A.T. stock was issued. Sales profit to Blair & Co. was
$1,141,280 and the potential profit to insiders, at the high price, was $9,324,076.
C. M. Keys was chairman of the board and J. L. Maddox was president.
16. Lindberg was given a' check for $250,000 by T.A.T. This was the
sum with which the shares were purchased. Key's president of T.A.T. wrote
Llndberg: "I suggest that you do not put very much of this stock in your
own name, because when you sell it-and I hope you will sell part of It on
the first favorable opportunity-either the delivery of the stock in your own
name or the transfer of It on the books would excite a lot of attention, which
Is quite unnecessary." The request was faithfully complied with, much of the
stock being sold to C. M. Keys & Co. at respectable prices within less than a
year. C. M. Keys was the chairman of T.A.T. and one of its prime organizers.
17. Stock issued of North American amounted to $25,000,000. Keys and
Blair & Co. (Bancamerica) received $4,864,726 for selling it. C. M. Keys was
president of the company. Other interests of the company by the spring of 1931,
were Sperry Gyroscope and Ford Instrument Co. They also possessed a part
interest in New York Air Terminals Inc.
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the efforts of the Robertsons in the aviation field by purchasing
Universal Aviation which controlled the Robertson interests."'
Apparently United, North American and Aviation dominated
a lion's share of the aviation industry as of early 1930. Yet more
shadowy was another group-one which took considerable delight
in reaching out to rock the cradle. National Aviation was organized
on June 23, 1928, as an investment corporation, not a trust; it had
power not only to invest in securities, but to participate in the
management of the companies in which it had invested. Controlled
by G. M. P. Murphy and Company, and James C. Willson and
Company, it either assisted in organizing, possessed interlocking
directorates with, or owned stock and options in the majority of
aviation industries. 19
These companies constitute the group which controlled the
aviation industry at the time of the passage of the McNary-Watres
Act. It will be observed that no mention is made of General Motors
Corporation, which later was so maligned for its domination of the
industry. Though ifi a formal way it was a latecomer in the game,
factually sufficient interlocking of directorates existed from the first
to give nominal control.
However, another figure loomed large on the horizon shortly
before this time. President Hoover, upon taking office, March 4,
1929, named Walter F. Brown, Chairman of the Republican National
Committee, as Postmaster General. Brown disliked the air mapand well he might-the country's system not only lacked organization
but emphasis had been placed on air mail carriage to the complete
exclusion of passenger service. The new Postmaster General's dream
was of an industry that spanned the continent in all directions,
linked all major cities and was self-sufficient by 1940. Himself
he envisaged as the individual destined to make and mold this empire.
The charges later to be hurled against him were grave and multi18.
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The company likewise had a substantial
Transport and Embry-Riddle Co.
interest In Western Air Express (12.4%), Aviation Corp. of Americas (Pan
American), Bendix Aviation, Pittsburgh Aviation Industries, and Roosevelt
Field (20%).
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Security
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Aviation, Curtiss Flying Service, Curtiss Caproni and Sikorsky Aviation Corp.
The company had close contacts and working agreements with the Curtiss Aircraft and Manufacturing Company. Stocks held in aviation corporations (the
company had interests in many sources of supply of the industry, viz., rubber.
aluminum) as of Dec. 31, 1930, included 12,000 Aviation Corp. of Americas,
50,000 Aviation Corp. of Del., 10,000 Bendix Aviation, 10,000 Douglas Aircraft,
43.000 North American and 68,379 (do) A Warrants, 5,000 T.A.T., 24,650 United,
14,200 Western Air Express.

This company had $3,250,000 capital.
board and J. C. Willson president.

C. M. Keys was chairman of the
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tudinous. Doubtless many were justified, but whatever Brown did
or however he accomplished it, in all fairness, it must be stated
that insofar as the record indicates, his sincerity of purpose and
desire to upbuild aviation generally cannot be denied.
As the 1925 Air Mail Act impeded Mr. Brown's progress, he
called upon Mr. Glover and three lobbyists, William MacCracken,
Mabel Walker Willebrandt and Paul Henderson to draft an amendment. This became the McNary-Watres Act of April 29, 1930,20
but all was not as the Postmaster General desired. Mr. Brown had
lobbied for four things: (1) route certificates, (2) space-mile contract basis, (3) power, if deemed in the public interest, to make
extensions and consolidate routes, and (4) discretionary power to
award contracts without competitive bidding. The first three of
these objectives he obtained. Most of the original route contracts
were due to expire. Few operators had taken advantage of the 1928
amendment to the 1925 Air Mail Act, previously noted, to exchange
their contracts for route certificates which might make possible lower
compensation. The 1930 Act again established this provision but left
renewal power discretionary in the Postmaster General, dependent
upon whether he deemed it in the public interest. Similarly, the
pound payment system of the old Act was relinquished in favor of
a space-mile basis. The Postmaster General could contract and pay
for a certain space, irrespective of actual mail volume carried. The
maximum rate payable was $1.25 per mile per cubic foot.
However, though Mr. Brown argued strenuously for the principle of letting contracts without bids, Congress, backed by the
Comptroller General, insisted that new bids be let competitively.
Nevertheless Mr. Brown was not too abashed. His proposed scheme
was simple. The third proviso allowed him to make extensions. Hence
he proposed to establish his empire by a series of extensions of
existing routes. Subleasing could then be compelled if necessary.
The St. Paul-Winnipeg extension of Northwest Airways, covering
a distance greater than the base route, was put as a test case to
the Comptroller General who sharply overruled the proposal, saying
that no extension could exceed the base route and that such tactics
were contrary to the spirit of the McNary-Watres Act. It is reported
that Mr. Brown ".. . almost had a stroke of apoplexy."
Lifesaver was lobbyist William MacCracken, who proposed
that the contracts be let by bid but that a condition be attached
requiring six months' experience in night flying. If two companies
bid jointly, experience by either one was sufficient for both. The
20.

46 Stat. 259 (1930),

39 U.S.C.A. § 464.
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independents were infuriated, for the proviso's effect was to auto21
matically exclude all lines not then transporting mail.
And they were disgruntled for another reason. One month
after the passage of the McNary-Watres Act, representatives of
the Big Three and their subsidiaries had been invited to Washington
22
by the Postmaster General to participate in a "spoils session."1
Much ink has been spilled and many fine verbal distinctions drawn,
both as to what transpired at this meeting and what its exact purpose
was. 2 3 No written record of the proceedings was ever kept. Despite
this, the evidence justifies certain statements. The purpose of the
session was simply to make the companies agree as to the division
of the routes. This agreement was, generally, to be in conformity
with the wishes of Mr. Brown who at all times completely controlled
the assemblage. 24 The group among which this division was to
21. The night flying provision caused much disturbance. United Avigation
(not to be confused with United Aircraft) was formed by a group of independents
for the purpose of bidding on the transcontinental route ultimately awarded
to T. & W. A. Avigation's bid was 64 per cent of the maximum; T. W. A.'s 97%
per cent. Avigation was thrown out of court because of noncompliance with
the night flying proviso. Objection was strong enough to cause the Comptroller
General to rule that the night flying clause was not authorized by law. An
enormous list of supplementary objections were drawn up, considered sufficiently
damning by the Comptroller General.
Another objector was Erie P. Halliburton, an Oklahoma oil man with an
income of $4,000 per day who was operating the "SAFEway" lines, shrewdly
guessed that the night flying clause was not authorized. He adopted a heckling
policy. So effective was it that American Airways (Aviation Corp.) with the
encouragement of Mr. Brown, was forced to buy out his $500,000 assets for
$1,400,000.
22. As shown by Wm. P. MacCracken's report as chairman of the session
to the Postmaster General, the following companies and representatives
participated:
1. Western Air Express: Hanshue, Woolley.
2. Northwest Airways: Brittin, Smith.
3. National Parks Airways: Frank.
4. Varney Air Lines: Mueller.
5. Aviation Corp: Coburn, Hinshaw.
6. Southwest Air Fast Express: Halliburton, Mayo, Clark.
7. Eastern Air Transport: Doe, Elliot, Ottley.
8. Thompson Aeronautical: Marshall, Denning.
9. United States Airways: Holland, Letson.
10. Pittsburgh Aviation Industries: Robbins, Hann.
11. Clifford Ball Inc.: Ball.
12. Curtiss Flying Service: Russell, Wright.
13. Delta Air Service: Moore, Woolman.
Compare this with the fact that there were then 25 air mail contracts (not
companies) and 17 non-mail operators. Then contemplate the number of
companies above, frozen out in the session.
23. Paul Henderson, in testifying before the Senate Committee stated that
when he protested the illegality of the conclave, Win. P. MacCracken, who was
chairman of the meeting told him that he was "crazier than Hell." 1934 Air Mail
hearings, p. 3004.
24. Col. Brittin (Northwest Airways) stated in a letter June 2, 1930 (1934
Air Mail hearings, p. 3109):
"The air mall contractors are having a desperate session in Washington.
The Postmaster General was not able to get the necessary legislation in the
Watres bill to enable him to grant airmail contracts to passenger carrying lines
without competitive bids. He has made up his mind. to do this anyway and
has hit upon a plan that is causing the operators no end of trouble. He has
conceived, probably in iniquity, a plan for three main transcontinental routes
competitively operating, and several north and south lines as well. To work
things out he called the operators together, handed them this map and Instructed
them to settle among themselves the distribution of these routes. The operators
have been meeting every day for 2 weeks and to date have arrived nowhere.
The Postmaster General meets with them about once a week, stirs them up a
bit and keeps them going."
The witness also testified (p. 3110) : "The fact as to whether all this was
legal or not did not concern us. The Postmaster General made the rules as to
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25
occur was select.
It is true that the conclave was no love feast, but though argument was warm and lengthy, the dominant note was nonetheless
conspiratorial. Had not all possessed the fear that the Postmaster
General was secretly listening to some to the exclusion of others,
negotiations probably would not have been as extended. The situation
is well indicated in the admission of Aviation Corporation's Coburn
of his extreme nervousness when the bids were opened. Asked whyfor he had previously admitted that he really knew of nothing to
fear-he replied that he did not know, he was just nervous-afraid

that something might go wrong. Yet when on August 25, 1930,
26
the bids were opened, all contracts were awarded as anticipated.

Mr. Brown, properly enthroned as aviation's potentate, asked
few questions and enforced hard bargains.2 7 The outstanding example

of his dictates was the enforced merger of T.A.T. and Western Air
Express to form T. & W. A., completed on October 2, 193028 for
how this air-mail map should be worked out. These operators were then to
try to follow out his plan ....
THE CHAIRMAN:"... Was there any other object it (the meeting) had
except as to agree as to who should get the particular lines?"
COL. BRITTIN: "No; the principal discussion there entirely was to try to
conform to the Postmaster General's requirements of apportioning the territory
among these lines, so that he could work out his plan for a Nation-wide system
of transportation.
See also the testimony of D. M. Sheaffer (Pennsylvania Rrd., T. & W. A.)
at 1545:
THE CHAIRMAN: "Now, what happened was, Mr. Schaeffer, that they did
come in there together, and the airmail operators found it very difficult to
agree on which line would go to which company. That is correct, is it not?"
MR. SHEAFFER: Yes Sir."
THE CHAIRMAN: "There was considerable controversy among themselves
as to which company would get various lines when they were finally to be
awarded. That is correct, is It not?"
MR. SHEAFFER: "That Is.right."
THE CHAIRMAN: "And not being able to agree, they finally reached the
conclusion to let Mr. Brown act as umpire in awarding out the lines throughout
the country, didn't they?"
MR. SHEAFFER: "I think this is a matter of record, Mr. Chairman, as to
how that was done."
THE CHAIRMAN: "Well, is that true?"
MR. SHEAFFER: "I am not Just sure how he was left as referee."
THE CHAIRMAN: "But is it not true that you know he was left as the
umpire to decide who would get these lines?"
MR. SHEAFFER: "I think he was in some Instances. I am not positive
about that though."
25. Mr. Coburn testified (1934 Air Mail hearings, p. 1655): He said
(P.M.G.) that he hoped that he would be able to put Into effect an airway map
which he exhibited to us. . . . In doing that he wanted to recognize the pioneering
work that had been done by mail operators and by passenger operators both.
THE CHAIRMAN: "He was going to recognize pioneers on all lines?"
MR. COBURN: "Yes, sir...
he wanted us to get together and carve up the
map."
But many small operators who were pioneers were excluded from the
session. See testimony of T. H. McKee (Wedell-Williams Co.) 1934 Air Mail
hearings, p. 1443.
26. See p. 1658 of 1934 Air Mail hearings.
27. Mr. Clifford Ball, an aviation enthusiast, was one of the pioneers In
the Industry. He was forced to sell to the Pittsburgh Aviation Industries by a
threat that unless he sold, his airmail contract would be cancelled. He testified
before the Black committee: "Yes, Senator, I do think it was a hard bargain.
You understand I had inaugurated this line with practically no capital; I had
devoted from three to four years without salary of any kind to building It up.
I had accumulated considerable prestige, and I have considerable pride in this
enterprise, and it was taken from me."
28. The formality of the procedure was that T.A.T. and Western, Air
Express both became holding companies (under North American). They formed
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the purpose of qualifying for mail carriage on the central transcontinental route.2 9 And particularly provoking to some was the
manner in which he granted extensions,"0 a total during his incumbency of 8,972 miles on base contract routes of 19,871 miles. 8 1
Yet Mr. Brown could justifiably feel proud of his accomplishments. The major changes of 1930-31 were such that the patient's
subsequent development was spontaneous. Ninety percent of the
business was in three strong companies.3 2 Transport planes spanned
T. & W. A. as their operating company, to which their assets were transferred
in exchange for 47%% each of the total stock of the company. The other 5%
was held by Pittsburgh Aviation Industries. Hanshue, developer of Western
Air Express became president of the operating company. As a sideline of this
deal, American Airways was forced to divest its interest In Western Air
Express. The Postmaster General wanted competition between his three transcontinental routes.
29. In a memorandum to the Executive Committee of T.A.T. Inc., July 15.
1930, D. M. Sheaffer reported (1934 Air Mail hearings, p. 1549):
"...the Honorable Walter F. Brown called the operators together early
this spring, asking that they endeavor to work out among themselves three
transcontinental air lines, namely: The present northern route, a central route
via St. Louis and the Southern route via Atlanta and Dallas; these three routes
to be operated by independent companies, separately owned and managed and
competitive in service.
"For the central transcontinental, New York to Los Angeles-San Francisco,
via Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, Tulsa Kansas City-Amarillo, it was the
desire of the Post Office Department that this be operated by one company;
and as T.A.T. and the Western Air Express were the two important factors
operating large mileage on this route, it was the Postmaster General's suggestion
that if possible these two lines consolidate or in some manner work out an
operating arrangement to that end. Other-consolidations and rearrangements of
air service became much involved, to the end that the report of the operators
to the Postmaster General left very much unsettled; but the operators agreed
unanimously that the Postmaster General should act as umpire in settling and
working out such voluntary rearrangements as might be necessary, to the end
that three transcontinental lines would be established, and the operators agreed
to abide by his decision.
"In view of the fact that the operators were unable to decide among themselves to a full conclusion many of the major problems, the Postmaster General
naturally has taken these problems up in their order of importance, the first
being that of the central transcontinental."
30. Among these was Temple Bowen, a pioneer whose plans were disturbed
when American Airways was granted an extension paralleling his route.
Others disgruntled were the Robertson Brothers, who after selling out their
first route (Chicago-St. Louis) to American in 1928, opened a new route, St.
Louis-New Orleans. Mr. Brown made short work of this. He made extensions
from American's transcontinental route at right angles and awarded the ChicagoNew Orleans contract to them. Defining "extension" as a projection at right
angles did not seem to worry Mr. Brown. In any event, the Robertsons were out.
31. The following is a chart of base and extension routes:
Extension
Base
4,156
American .............................. 7,752
2,516
North American ........................ 5,616
140
195
Pittsburgh Aviation Industries ............
509
National Parks Airways ..................
407
1,621
Northwest Airways ......................
484
United ................................. 5,956
8,972
Total .............................. 19,871
32. One of Brown's contentions was that he would make the companies,
They were never more than
particularly the transcontinental, competitive.
nominally so.
United had interlocking directors with Western Air Express, T.A.T.,
Northwest Airways, Curtiss Wright, and, Pan American. They also interlocked
with National Aviation, the banking firms of G. M. P. Murphy and National City,
and, General Motors.
North American interlocked with Bendix Aviation, Douglas Aircraft, General
Aviation, Curtiss Wright, United Aircraft, Pan American, Aviation Corp., and,
J. C. Willson, and General Motors.
Aviation Corp. interlocked with Western Air Express, Curtiss Wright, Pan
American, and, General Motors.
Curtiss Wright Interlocked with General Aviation, Douglas Aircraft. North
American, Pan American, National Aviation, Bendix Aviation, Aviation Corp.,
United Aircraft, and T. & W. A.
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the country in eighteen hours, passenger business was half a million
strong, and mail volume increased a milliofi pounds. However, though
payments to operators for air mail had decreased from $1.09 in
1929, to $0.43 per mile in 1933, the total amount paid to operators
had increased and only about forty percent of the space contracted
for by the government was actually filled.
A number of changes occurred in the business structure of the
industry during the Brown era. The greatest of these was in the
North American group wherein General Motors made its formal
entrance into the field of aviation. Prior to 1933, their interests
were confined to Allison, Bendix and General Aviation (formerly
Fokker). On April 26, 1933, most of the assets of General Aviation
were transferred to North American in exchange for stock of North
3
American.A
This gave General Motors a 43%o minority interest. They
then obtained large blocks of North American stock from United
Aircraft and National Aviation, sufficient to give them 51% control.
The corporation's transport subsidiaries, Eastern Air Transport and
T. & W. A., were the second largest carriers of mail, for which
they received $5,043,000, which netted a profit of $185,000.
Though the corporate structure made an imposing picture on
paper, it enjoyed no such actual preeminence. Its potentialities,
however, were limitless. Perhaps the greatest inherent danger lay
in the partial control possessed in other entities apparently independent.3 4 Had consolidation proceeded at the rate inaugurated,
Senator Black's statement would surely have been true that, "Our
aviation industry is definitely headed for General Motors or E. I.
'3 5
DuPont de Nemours & Company control."
33. In the same transaction, Sperry Corp. was created to which North
American transferred all Its interest in Ford Instrument Co., Sperry Gyroscope,
Intercontinent Corp., and Curtiss Wright Corp., in exchange for 1,949,111
shares, all the capital stock of Sperry Corp. These shares were put in a voting

trust and the trust certificates transferred to the stockholders of North
American.
Simplified, the structure of General Motors' aviation holdings were: Wholly
owned, Allison Engineering and Winton Engine; partially owned, Bendix Aviation
(25%), General Aviation (50%).
General Aviation owned 43% of North
American and General Motors owned 8.7% directly, giving them 51% control.
North American in turn controlled Sperry Corp. (voting trust) which owned
Sperry Gyroscope, Ford Instrument Co., Intercontinent Aviation (which held
2% % of Pan American) and Curtiss Wright (10% A., 6.2% C.M.M.). North
American also owned Douglas Aircraft (25%), B./J. Aircraft (100%). Condor
Corp. (100%), New York & Atlantic Seaboard Airlines (100%), Eastern Air
Transport (100%), Western Air Express (51%) and, Transcontinental Air
Transport (26.7%). These last two held 47.5% each of the stock of T. & W. A.
34. The Interlocking of General Motors men with other companies interested
In aviation was tremendous. John C. Cowdin held 20 directorates, R. F. Hoyt 16,
James C. Willson, 9, Leonard Kennedy 8. E. 0. McDonnell 8, T. A. Morgan 7,
George N. Armsby 7, Dan M. Sheaffer 5, Walter S. Marvin 5, and C. F. Kettering 3.
With T.A.T. there were 9 interlocking directorates, Sperry Corp. 4, Aviation
Corp. 1, Curtiss Wright (and subsidiaries) 36, Pan American (and subsidiaries)
6, National Aviation 3, Pittsburgh Aviation 3, Air Investors 1, United Aircraft
(and subsidiaries) 3.
35. 78th Congressional Record 7435 (April 26, 1934).
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Second of the Big Three was Aviation Corporation. In April
of 1932, E. L. Cord, through Cord Corporation, gained a 20% control
of Aviation by selling his Century Lines to them in 'return for stock.
This he ripened to 30% by subsequent purchases. The Corporation
from there on was generally referred to as his, for he was chairman
of the board and placed his henchman as president. In 1933, Aviation got 27% ($4,550,000) of the air mail subsidy for flying ten
percent of the mails. That same year, the company showed its
first profit, $596,000, but not from operations. Reasons: Aviation
was horizontal, possessing no mentionable manufacturing units and
possibly too many airway miles other than contract routes (total,
9,729).86

The structure of United Aircraft had undergone no fundamental
change by the spring of 1934. Its position was secure.37 Forty-two
percent of the mail was flown by its lines, for which it collected a
subsidy of $5,313,000. For this income, the transport division could
show only a profit of $175,000. Yet the total profit of the company
approximated $1,600,000, of which $1,425,000 was attributable to
manufacturing. The two major sources of this profit were their own
transport lines which absorbed ten percent of the total production,
and the Army and Navy, a third of whose aircraft expenditures
were absorbed by United's subsidiaries. And how were these profits
used? Though the company amassed a $15,000,000 profit, the common stockholders received not one cent of dividends on stock for
which they had paid $97 a share on the day it opened; stock which
insiders had obtained for 47/100 of one cent per share. What of
the real insiders? W. E. Boeing's original aviation investment was
$487,119. This was advanced in United Aircraft stock to $30,853,372.
And F. B. Rentschler, whose investment in Pratt & Whitney was
$275, saw its value grow to a potential $35,575,848. But this was
not sufficient; his salary and bonus from 1929 to 1933 was $1,600,000.
These were the men that "donated" their services to the transport
division. Lesser employees were not so fortunate. The only justification for this untoward bounty that a leading publication could
extend was that such fruits were the reward for inventive genius.
36. Though aviation started out with over eighty aviation subsidiaries.
the Cord kingdom was relatively simple. Cord Corp. owned, Stinson Aircraft
(88%), Lycoming Corp. (100%), Pan American Airways (15-19%) and Aviation
Corp. (30%).
Aviation Corp. owned American Airways (100%), American
Airplane and Engine Co. (100%)
(old Fairchild interest), and, Roosevelt
Field (17%).
37. United's structure may be summarized as follows: Wholly owned
subsidiaries; National Air Transport, United Air Lines, Boeing Air Transport,
Pacific Air Transport, Varney Air Lines, Hamilton Standard Propeller, Boeing
Airplane Co., Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, Stearman Aircraft, Sikorsky Aviation.
Chance Vought Corp., Boeing School of Aeronautics, United Aircraft Export,
United Airports of Calif., United Airports of Conn. The company owned 11%
of Pan American.
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Admitting that they were slightly excessive, they suggested that,
"Mr. Rentschler got no more than he deserved. In this capitalistic
land, others have been paid far more for far less." 8
Of National Aviation, little more may be said. Control of it
rested in 1934 in American Founders Corporation, a corporation which
required five printed pages to show, its ownership and interlocking
corporate affiliations with large business enterprises. Stock holdings
of National were never stable and the amount of power actually
exercised by the group is difficult to estimate.8 9
It is apparent that the manipulations indulged in during the
Brown era could have only the effect of strengthening the monopoly
already 'existent. It was this condition which motivated the Black
committee of the Senate in the early days of 1934, to make a searching
inquiry into the status of the industry. 40 Coupled with the cancelation
of the air mail contracts by the Postmaster General, this investigation
convinced Congress that it was justified in administering to the
industry a general overhauling. This, it accomplished in the Air
Mail Act of 1934."
PART II

REMEDY AND RECOVERY-PROGNOSIS
The 1934 air mail contract cancelation dealt commercial aviation
(i.e., the Big Three) a staggering blow. Yet to pose the entire
question in terms of cancelation-non-cancelation, is to obscure the
fundamental issues. Two other correlatives may be added, monopoly
-competition, and governmental control-freedom. Combinations
and variations on these basic themes were multifarious but in general
opinion divided into two distinct schools of thought. This division
however in no instance embraced the common objective of a bigger
and better aviation. All groups honestly professed an intention of
seeking this.
Their differences were, first, as to the means of obtaining that
objective, second, for whose benefit it should exist. The Big Three,
38. (May 1934). 9 Fortune 169. What would the writer do with the case
of C. W. Deeds who contributed nothing of scientific value to the Industry?
His investment was $40 in Pratt & Whitney. It grew to $5,624,640.
39. Little attention has been paid to the Pittsburgh Aviation Industries.
Much was made of it in the Black investigation, particularly as there was some
thread of relationship between It and the Mellon Interest. But the part played by
it in the whole picture is slight Indeed compared with the Big Three. It should
be noted that the five per cent of stock in T. & W. A. not h'eld by the General
Motors group was held by Pittsburgh.
The Curtiss Wright group, while possessing great power in the manufacturing
field had little appreciable Influence over transport. It is not within the scope
of this paper to deal with the Air Trust, existent since the days of the first
World War. Unquestionably the 1934 Act purified the atmosphere somewhat
here too.
40. Immediate causes of the investigation may be assigned as, Farley's
searchings, tales coming, from disgruntled operators which reached influential
ears, and the Investigations conducted by Fulton Lewis, Jr., a Hearst reporter.
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its representatives and promoters believed that essential development
could be obtained only by a complete monopoly bearing governmental sanction. Said they, aviational development is highly speculative and problematical in nature. To encourage the huge capital
investments necessary in the future, certain certitudes must be given
the investors. The attitude paraphrased Andrew Carnegie's dictum,
"It don't pay to pioneer." And there was good logic in the argument;
while future advancement did necessitate increasing outlay of capital,
a shoestring operator could have been a serious threat to an established system at that time. Further, said they, this monopoly must
be completely vertical in nature, for aviational development is dependent upon the interchange of ideas and experience between the different branches of aviation.
These arguments received slight attention from the opponents.
Apparently sharp denial was made of the fact that interchange of
knowledge was profoundly dependent upon corporate interrelation.
Their position on monopoly versus competition was not so clear.
On the one hand it cannot be said that they wanted competition at
any cost, and on the other' they were obviously opposed to monopoly
then existent, which, left undisturbed, would have become tighter.
This attitude of the government group assumed clarity only
when cast in the perspective of its position on the second point at
issue. Granting a common objective, i.e., bigger and better aviation,
the question was, for whose benefit should it primarily exist? The
Big Three stoutly maintained its right to exploit the industry. The
denial of the spokesmen for the government was unequivocal. Said
they, you are engaged in an occupation charged with a great public
interest which transcends that of any private group.
History supports their position. As outlined, virtually no competition existed in the aircraft industry. Holding companies stacked
upon holding companies enabled a few powerful individuals to
control not only supposedly competing transport companies, but the
sources of equipment supply as well. Given control of the industry,
aviation securities became a stock market football from which these
same few gained huge unearned increments. In short, the purpose
of the industry was to furnish fantastic wealth for a few individuals
rather than the development of a sound and prudent investment
suited to the needs of aviation.
If was this impasse for which all sought a solution. To say
that both factions should have handled the problem with greater
finesse is to ignore the realities of the situation; substantial changes
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demand sweeping methods. Perturbance fostered by the scope of
events, coupled with the fact that neither party knew its precise
desires, produced a situation where compromise was impossible.
The government, as yet, was unwilling to enter the field of bona
fide aero-regulation to an extent greater than the largely permissive
Air Commerce Act of 1926. On the other hand, aviation's experience
with regulation under Brown had left the independents bitter and
the Big Three silent only because pecuniarily beneficial.
The situation having assumed the proportions of a battle rather
than an attempted problem solution, it was natural that the side
possessing the greater power should win. Hence, the Air Mail Act
of 1934 was none other than a super-wielding of the Big Stick. It,
as to a degree the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, was a Sherman
and Clayton Act particularized for aviation. In comparison the
language was strict. The Sherman Act simply declared that every
contract, combinafion or conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce
among the several States or with foreign nations, was illegal. 1 The
Clayton Act made it unlawful for any person engaged in commerce
to discriminate in price, make a restrictive sales agreement, acquire
the stock of another corporation or possess interlocking directorates
or officers when any one corporation is of a value exceeding one
million dollars (with exceptions) where the effect would be to
substantially "lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly in
any line of commerce."'2 In effect this is the rule of reason earlier
announced in relation to the Sherman Act by the Supreme Court.
1. 26 Stat. 209 (1890), 15 U.S.C.A. § 1.
§ 1. Every contract, combination In the form of trust or otherwise, or
conspiracy in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States or with
foreign nations is declared to be illegal. Every person who shall make any such
contract or engage in any such combination or conspiracy shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor....
§ 2. Every person who shall monopolize or attempt to monopolize, or
combine or conspire with any other person or persons to monopolize any part
of the trade or commerce among the several States or with foreign nations shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor ...
2. 38 Stat. 730 (1914), as amended, 49 Stat. 1526 ; 15 U.S.C.A. § 13 (1940).
§ 2. It shall be unlawful for any person engaged In commerce, in the course
of such commerce, either directly or Indirectly, to discriminate in price between
different purchasers of commodities of like grade and quality . . . and where the
effect of such discrimination may be substantially to lessen competition or'tend
to create a monopoly in any line of commerce, or to injure, destroy, or prevent
competition with any person who either grants or knowingly receives the benefit
of such discrimination.. or with customers of either of them.
§ 3. It shall be unlawful for any person engaged In commerce, In the
course of such commerce, to lease or make a sale of contract for sale of goods,
or fix a price
wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies or other commodities ...
charged therefor, or discount from, or rebate upon, such price on the condition,
agreement or understanding that the lessee or purchaser thereof shall not use
or deal In the goods, wares, merchandise, machinery, supplies or other commodities of a competitor or competitors of the lessor or seller, where the effect of
such lease, sale or contract for sale or such condition, agreement or understanding may be to substantially lessen competition or tend to create a monopoly In
any line of commerce.
§ 7. No corporation engaged in commerce shall acquire, directly or Indirectly, the whole or any part of the stock or other share capital of another
corporation engaged also In commerce where 'the effect of such acquisition
may be to substantially lessen competition between the corporation whose stock
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For all the 1934 Act's force it was not a per-se regulation of
aviation. The control was collateral to the post office powers, fulcrumed by the mail subsidy. The terms of the statute are noteworthy.3
It was made unlawful for any person possessing an air mail contract
to hold or control directly or indirectly, shares of stock or other
interest of any other person engaged in any phase of the aviation
industry, whether transportation or manufacture and sale, other
than ground facilities necessarily incidental to transportation service.
This applied alike to operating and holding companies. Nor could
two air mail contractors competing on parallel routes merge or
effectuate any agreement, express or implied which would result
in common control or ownership. No individual was allowed to be
a director or officer in two or more companies, nor could he be a
director or officer of one company and hold shares of stock in another.
All remuneration whether from salaries or bonuses was restricted
to $17,500 per year. Any combination or understanding to prevent
the making of any air mail bid was made illegal. To enforce these
provisions, it was required that the companies furnish a list of all
holdings of more than five percent of the stock and of the corporate
and financial structure of the company. Books, records and accounts
is so acquired and the corporation making the acquisition, or to restrain such
commerce in any section or community, or tend to create a monopoly of any
line of commerce. . . . This section shall not apply to corporations purchasing
such stock solely for investment and not using the same by voting or otherwise
to bring about or In attempting to bring about, the substantial lessening of
competition .... Nor shall anything contained In this section prevent a corporation engaged in commerce from causing the formation of subsidiary corporations
for the actual carrying on of their immediate lawful business, or the natural
and legitimate branches or extensions thereof, or from owning and holding all
or part of the stock of such subsidiary corporations, when the effect of such
formation is not to substantially lessen 'competition.
Nor shall anything herein contained be construed to prohibit any common,
carrier subject to the laws to regulate commerce from aiding In the construction
of branches or short lines so located as to become feeders to the main line of
the company so aiding in such construction or from acquiring and owning all or
any part of the stock of a branch or short line constructed by an independent
company where there is no substantial competition between the company owning
the branch line so constructed and the company owning the main line acquiring
the property or an Interest therein, nor to prevent such common carrier from
extending any of its lines through the medium of the acquisition of stock or
otherwise of any other such common carrier where there is no substantial competition between the company extending Its lines and the company whose stock,
property, or an Interest therein is so acquired.
Nothing contained In this section shall be held to affect or impair any
right heretofore legally acquired : Provided, That nothing In this section shall be
held or construed to authorize or make lawful anything heretofore prohibited or
made illegal by the anti-trust laws, nor to exempt any person from the penal provisions thereof or the civil remedies therein provided.
§ 8..... no person at the same time shall be a director in any two or more
corporations any one of which has capital, surplus, and undivided profits aggregating more than $1,000,000 engaged in whole or in part in commerce, other
than . . . common carrier subject to the Act to regulate commerce, approved
February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, if such corporations are or
shall have been theretofore, by virtue of their business and location of operation.
competitors, so that the elimination of competition by agreement between them
would constitute a violation of any of the provisions of any of the anti-trust
laws.
As to the rule of reason, see, Standard Oil v. United States 221 U.S. 1 (1910).
3. 48 Stat. 933 (1934), as amended, 48 Stat. 1243 (1934), 49 Stat. 614
(1936). and repealed 52 Stat. 1029 11938), 39 U.S.C.A. 465-60 (1940). A more
detailed analysis of this and similar legislation may be found in,Fagg National
Transportation Policy and Aviation (1936) 7 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 155.
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were to be kept in such manner as prescribed by the Postmaster
General and the Interstate Commerce Commission was given power
not only to determine mail compensation but to periodically investigate
4
the profit making of each carrier.
To make the statute particularly distasteful, provision was made
that no person was qualified to enter upon the performance of an
air mail contract if that person (corporation) was, or maintained
in its employ, an individual who had theretofore entered into any
unlawful combination to prevent the making of any bids for carrying
the mails. And whoever in the future entered into any combination
to prevent the making of a bid was, upon conviction, subject to a
ten thousand dollar fine or five years' imprisonment or both.5 Of
course, anyone alleging to hold a claim by reason of the 1934 cancelation was authorized to prosecute such in the Court of Claims-a
right possessed independently. 6
To the industry's grievance of contract cancelation without notice
or hearing this Act immediately added two more, the existent corporate relationship was disestablished and the industry suffered
choice personnel divestment. But if this was legitimate trust busting,
the industry had little of which to complain. Is it to be doubted
that the Big Three violated the spirit if not letter bf the anti-trust
4. Incidental features not as strictly economic as the above were:
The postage rate was changed to six cents per ounce. This eliminated the
progressive rate priorly in effect. Awarding of contracts for mail transport
was vested in the Postmaster General. Awards were to be made to the lowest
responsible bidder, the opinion of the Postmaster General on this issue being
subject to review by the Comptroller General. Payments were calculated on
the average mail load carried per mile during the month's period. In no case
could payment exceed 40 cents per airplane mile. Contracts were not assignable
without consent of the Postmaster General. Similarly he was empowered to
grant extensions not aggregating more than 250 miles on any one route. (This
Is according to the amendment of 1935. In the original Act, 100 miles was the
limitation.) Certain routes were to be designated as primary, others as secondary
and at least four (later changed to three) transcontinental routes were to be
established. Total mileage for the U. S. for which air mail compensation could
be paid was limited to 45 million (later changed to 60) airplane miles.
Contracts satisfactorily performed during the initial period were to be
continued indefinitely but could be suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission upon sixty days notice with adequate hearing, or could be terminated
by mutual consent of the Postmaster General and the contractor. Any wilful
failure of the contractor to comply with the terms of the contract was ground
for cancellation by the Postmaster General.
The character of the equipment and personnel useable on air mail routes
was to be certified to the Postmaster General by the Secretary of Commerce.
Rates of compensation and hours of labor for employees were to be in conformity with the rulings of the National Labor Board.
5. § 7 (a) and (d).
6. In Boeing Air Transport, Inc. v. Farley 75 F (2d) 765 (App. D.C., 1935)
the contracts were held a property right which had been taken without due
process, ie., inadequate notice and hearing. However, this is no more than
dictum as the specific relief sought was a personal injunction against the
Postmaster General restraining cancellation of,-the contracts.
The suit was
dismissed on the ground that in effect it was against the government and that
remedy lay in the court of claims. Cert. Denied, Pacific Air Transport v. Farley
294 U.S. 728 (1935).
Section 8 stands today as one of the few clauses of the 1934 Act unrepealed.
However no case has to date been actually decided by the Court of Claims
due to the fact that the Government has compromised the majority of them.
However, this status may be altered by the suit of United Air Lines now about
to be heard.
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laws? Mere size has seldom been determinative of the issue; practices and the position of strategy occupied are more frequently
observed. Viewed thus the historic oil and tobacco trusts seem
comparatively inconsiderable indeed. 7 That this combine was captained by a government official acting extra-officially contributes no
mitigating factor. What matter then, whether dissolution be effectuated by court decree or by the lever of a subsidy contract. And
further, if certain interests chose to disregard enacted law, was
not Congress justified in propounding this more lucid mandate?
Perhaps. As size and concentration of control were its targets,
the Act's provisions must have been particularly gratifying to the
traditional trust buster. Yet it is proper to ask: Conceding the
economic illness of the 1934 industry, was the 1934 Act a curative
measure and did it succeed?
A catagorical answer is difficult. One of its progenitor's objectives was to obtain competition. They were successful in that holding
company control was broken, interlocking corporate relationships
disestablished and manufacturing and sales divisions were divorced
from transport. This was salutary work sorely needed, which if
left for the more perfect Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, would have
cast a similar disrepute. But the story of §15 of the Act s which froze
the industry's status as of compliance date by preventing the inauguration of off-line services and the merger of competing air mail
carriers, graphically portrays their failure to obtain competition in
the transport field. As needed expansion could be achieved solely
through the media of air mail contracts, the fantastic result was
the submission of $0.00 or a few mills per mile bids for the securing
of new routes. 9 No one ever contended that such fees were remunerative for services rendered. The only thing possible occurreddomestic air lines absorbed losses of two to four million dollars
per year, largely for the purpose of obtaining strategic positions
otherwise unobtainable.
The logic of the Act's promoters 'possessed another vice in
that either they assumed all monopolies to be evil or they failed
7. Standard Oil Co. v. United States 221 U.S. 1 (1910) ; United States v.
American Tobacco Co. 221 U.S. 106 (1910).
8. As originally drafted, It read: "After October 1, 1934 no air-mail contractor shall hold more than three contracts for carrying air mail and in case
of the contractor of any primary route, no contract for any other primary route
shall be awarded to or extended for such contractor. It shall be unlawful for
air mail contractors, competing In parallel routes to merge or to enter Into any
agreement, express or implied, which may result in common control or
ownership.'"
Other parts of the section were altered or expanded by three subsequent
amendments but the second sentence remained substantially the same throughout.
9. Gorrell, Rationalization of Air Transport (1938) 9 JOURNAL OF AIR
LAW 41; Logan, Review of 1935 Aeronautical Law (1935) 6 JOURNAL OF AIR
LAW 514, 520.
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to realize that the industry with which they dealt possessed the
characteristics of a beneficial monopoly. Neither premise is correct.
In the last fifty years, the trend of all industry has been toward
monopolistic control. Since, by and large, this trend has been economically detrimental, the tendency has been to condemn all monopolies as evil and to enforce competition in all fields. However,
economists agree that monopolies may be either beneficial or nonbeneficial. Benefit is determined by inquiring whether in any given
instance, monopoly or non-monopoly will contribute the optimum
economic benefit to the community. Hence it is recognized that
public utilities are one field where the enforcement of competition
is more wasteful economically than any benefit therefrom derivable
justifies. However, a utility's monopoly must be horizontal and in
the case of transport, competition as to efficiency of service may
be had between transport centers where sufficient traffic exists to
adequately support two or more carriers. In short, the monopoly
conferred extends only to the sale price of the commodity offered,
which ordinarily includes the area in which sold. But competition
is a balance wheel for which substitution must be made when
displaced. Hence in return for the privilege of community bestowed
monopoly, the industry must in turn accept governmental regulation
of its activities.
With these facts in mind, it may be well then to survey the
industry which arose from the ashes of 1934. This, substantially, is
to examine the leaders of today. American Airlines stands at the
head of the class. Incorporated like most of the others in 1934,
it acquired the majority of Aviation (old Cord Kingdom) Corporation's transport facilities. Of all companies affected by the 1934
Act, most observers agreed that this company had the most to gain
in the shakeup, largely because of its horizontal nature. Indeed,'
at no time was its expansion program slackened. Coming from
behind in 1936, passenger business was increased from 24% of
total domestic revenues in 1935 to 32% in 1940. On routes totaling
6,700 miles the company flew 23% of all revenue miles. Noteworthy
as indicative of the industry's shift in emphasis is the fact that
in 1939, over 70% of all revenues was derived from passenger traffic.
The company is one-third owned by Aviation Corporation, but
no. interlocking directorates exist. The only subsidiaries are two
airport companies.10
. 10. The old Cord 'corporation was changed to the Aviation and Transportation Corporation in 1938. Subsidiaries are: Aviation Corp. (28%) Auburn
Automobile Company, Columbia Axle Company, and New York Shipbuilding
Corp. Aviation Corp. in 1934 transferred its holding in American Airlines.
Canadian Colonial and 38,600 shares of General Aviation to trustees who
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Second in the hierarchy is United Air Lines Transport Corporation. It acquired in 1934 from United Aircraft and Transport
Corporation the entire stock of United Air Lines Incorporated,
Boeing Air Transport, Pacific Air Transport, Varney Air Lines,
United Airports of California and 99.3% of National Air Transport
Incorporated. A merger of certain interests was secured later in
that year. Owned today are two inactive transport subsidiaries
(Boeing Air Transport and Pacific Air Transport). 1' Possessed
of over 5,125 miles of routes in 1939, it flew 21% of all revenue
miles. However, its percentage of total passenger business dropped
from 32% in 1935 to 22o in 1939. Mail and express returned an
income greater than that returned to any other company (29% of
their total). Financially, it is the soundest in the business but not
the greatest money maker. 2 .
Third largest company is Transcontinental and Western Air
13
Inc.
Incorporated in 1934, it took over the assets of the old T. &
W. A. division of the General Motors-North American scheme.
subsequently distributed it to Aviation's shareholders. Present day subsidiaries
of Aviation are: Aviation Manufacturing Corp. (100%) Vultee Aircraft (100%)
and, American Airplane and Engine Corp. Stock holdings include 15,000 shares,
New York Shipbuilding Corp., 60,000 shares. Roosevelt Field, Inc. $2,422,112
convertible debentures of American Airlines (equivalent to about one-third of
stock outstanding) and 9.57% of the stock of Pan American Airways. No interlocking directorates exist between American and Aviation or between American
and Aviation and Transport. Victor Emanuel is president of both Aviation
corporations and C. R. Smith is president of American Airlines.
11. United Airports of California was sold to Lockheed in November of
1940.
12. The parent company, United Aircraft & Transport Corp., was dissolved
In 1934. Three separate companies were formed to acquire their assets (1) Boeing
Airplane Co. which took over Boeing Aircraft Co. and Stearman Aircraft Co.,
also owned is Boeing Aircraft of Canada, Ltd. Stearman Aircraft was dissolved
in 1939. P. G. Johnson is president. (2) United Aircraft Corp. which acquired
Chance Vought Corp., Hamilton Standard Propeller, Northrup Aircraft, Pratt &
Whitney, United Aircraft Exports, United Airports of Conn.. and Sikorsky
Aviation Corp. (99%).
United Aircraft Manufacturing Corp. was organized
in 1935 to consolidate Pratt & Whitney, Chance Vought, Hamilton Standard
Propeller, Sikorsky Aircraft and United Airports of Conn. This was dissolved
In 1936. Today the company is primarily an operating company. However. it
owns 20,000 shares of Pan American Airways. E. E. Wilson is president and
F. B. Rentschler, chairman. (3) United Airlines, discussed in the text. W. A.
Patterson Is president. Total assets In 1939, $14,250,749 and shares outstanding,
1,500,451, value ($5 par) $7,502,255, held by 21,000 stockholders. The company
attempted in 1940 to enlarge its services through merger with Western Air
Express. This is the old Hanshue line which joined with T.W.A. In 1932 to form
T. & W. A. At that time it was under control of General Motors through North
American. In 1935 the company returned to an operating basis. The stocks
possessed by Western in T. & W. A. were distributed to their stockholders. The
United-Western merger was denied by the Civil Aeronautics Board (1940) 11
JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 359.
13. Rank is based on total operating revenue and revenue plane miles
flown. This is not true as to other factors. Below if given a comparative table
of the Big Four's status in 1939.
Total
Revenue
Revenue
Route
Operating
Plane Miles Passenger
Mileage
Revenues
Flown
Miles flown
Company
(In millions) (In millions) (In millions)
American ............
6,700
15,070
19,170
207,360
United ............... 5,125
12,287
17,637
148,954
T.W.A ................ 4,500
7,906
12,097
100,194
Eastern .............. 5,734
7,599
11,000
102,904
Net income for 1939 was: American, $1,467,751; United $322,121; T.W.A. $188.827 def., Eastern $883,824. This, as well as route mileage would place Eastern
in second place.
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This marked the commencement of General Motors' exodus from
the aviation field. Today their interests are relatively slight. 14 Possessing no subsidiaries, 34% of its outstanding stock is owned by
Hughes Tool Company (Howard Hughes). 15 From 1935 when this
company flew 23% of the passenger revenues miles, the proportion
had dropped in 1939 to 11y2%. Of the total revenue miles, the
company flew 14Y2% in 1939. Route mileage totals 5,734 miles.
The company is not a money maker.' 6
Fourth largest is Eastern Air Lines. Financially the most successful, its net earnings were $2.06 per share in 1939. Incorporated
17
in 1938, it acquired the Eastern Air Lines division of North America.
Serving routes totaling 5,734 miles, it flew in 1939, 13Y2% of the
total revenue miles and 15% of the passenger revenue miles. The
latter figure compares with 13% in 1935. Little emphasis is placed
by the company on air mail revenue, it accounting for only 22.8%
of the total revenue.
These facts demonstrate that within the transport industry the
only breaking of monopoly effectuated by the 1934 legislation was
the disengagement of North American's control over T. W. A.
and Eastern. Thus the Big Three became the Big Four, a change
only dimly discernible to the casual public. True, other and smaller
companies have been established and competition today for the
first time looms in the foreign route cases,' but the fact remains
that in 1939, of the 82,571,523 revenue plane-miles flown in domestic
air transport approximately 72% were flown by the Big Four. Of
the 677,672,955 revenue passenger-miles traversed in 1939 the Big
14. Besides disposing of its interests in T.W.A. and Western Air Express in
1934, North American disposed of its stock in Douglas Aircraft and merged
General Aviation Manufacturing Corporation, B/J Aircraft Corp., Eastern
Airlines, Inc., as well as the major portion of the assets of Eastern Air Transport Inc., all wholly owned subsidiaries. Eastern Air Lines was not disposed of
until 1938 (see post). In addition the assets of Wedell-Williams Air Service was
acquired by the company in 1936.
General Motors' total interests in aviation today consist of Allison Engine
Co. (100%), Bendix Aircraft (22.7%), and North American (29.11%).
The
latter company is today solely interested in the development of military aircraft.
15. No recent data has been found available on the Hughes Company.
Last reports indicated a heavy Morgan interest in the company.
16. Jack Frye is company president. Permission was at first refused by the
C.A.B. in 1940 to purchase the Marquette Airlines, a small 550 mile line operating
between St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Detroit. However, permission was granted
to operate it pending reconsideration by the Board, and the application has been
recently approved.
.17. The transaction involved was that North American sold Eastern Air
Lines division to Kuhn. Loeb & Co. and Smith & Barney & Co., which in turn
conveyed to Eastern Airlines Inc. which issued 388,888 shares of stock to
North American which in turn sold such stock to the banking houses.
President of Eastern is E. V. Rickenbacker.
18. See, 4 American Aviation No. 13, p. 1 and id. No. 15, pp. 1 and 20.
Involved in the. scramble for Central American and Atlantic routes are: Pan
American Airways, American Airlines, American Export Airlines (T.A.C.A.) and
Waterman Airline Inc.
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Four accounted for approximately 80%.1 9 And if one includes the
three next largest carriers, the figures rise to 84% and 92% respectively. Indeed, only seven lines aside from the Big Four justify any
recognition whatever: Northwest Airlines, Pennsylvania-Central,
Braniff, Western Air Express, Chicago and Southern, Mid-Continent,
and National. 20 Even if Pan American, owning 50o of Pan
American-Grace and possessing a virtual monopoly on foreign air
transport, were included, the number of major lines would be
21
increased to only five.
19.

The percentages are as follows:

Revenue
Plane
Miles
American .................................... .23%
United ..................................... 21%
T.W .A ....................................... 14% %
Eastern .................................... 13 %

Revenue
Passenger
Miles
32%
22%
11 2h %
15%

Total for Big Four ....................... 72%
80s%
20. Northwest Airlines was incorporated in 1934 to take over the facilities
of Northwest Airways. It aspires to be the fourth transcontinental route. This
the Board has refused to allow by denying their application for an extension
from Chicago to New York. Its routes total 2,575 miles. Income of the company
is equally divided between mail and passenger revenues. Revenue plane miles
flown in 1939 were 5,148,253 and revenue passenger miles 34,749,246.
Pennsylvania Central is an outgrowth of the old Pittsburgh Aviation group.
The immediate company was the result of the merger of two competing companies
in 1936. Considerable dissatisfaction was expressed in some quarters for the
allowance of this by governmental authorities under the Air Mail Act of 1934.
Passenger revenues accounted for two-thirds of the income in 1939 the first
year in which the company made a profit. Their route is comprised of 2.100
miles over which in 1937 they flew 3,472,677 revenue plane miles and 21,192,745
revenue passenger miles.
Braniff Airways is owned 55.2% by T. E. Braniff. Started in 1930, the
business of the company was confined to passenger transport until 1934 when the
shakeup gave it its chance. Routes total 2,450. Business has increased 400%
in the last five years. 3,486,925 revenue plane miles and 19,815,703 revenue
passenger miles were flown in 1939.
Western Air Express has been commented on under United Air Lines.
2,265,671 revenue plane miles and 11,035,541 revenue passenger miles flown
in 1939.
Chicago & Southern Air Lines, incorporated in 1935, acquired, the assets
of the old Pacific Seaboard Air Lines, Inc. C. Putnam is president. Its route
totals 900 miles, 1,765,342 revenue plane miles and 9,241,554 revenue passenger
miles were flown in 1939.
Mid Continent Airlines was incorporated In 1936 to acquire the assets of
Hanford Air Lines and Tri-State Airlines. T. F. Ryan is president. On a 1.250.
mile route the company flew 1,173,810 revenue plane miles and 4,194,216 revenue
passenger miles in 1939. 70% of its income came from air mail.
National Airlines, incorporated in 1937 has G. T. Baker as president. On a
1,000 mile route it flew 714,978 revenue plane miles and 2,143,245 revenue
passenger miles in 1939. 64% of its income came from air mail.
Other routes certificated by the C.A.B. are: Northeast Airlines (BostonMaine Airways), Canadian .Colonial, Central Vermont Airways, Continental
Air Lines, Delta Air Corp. Inland Air Lines, Inter Island Airways, Ltd. (Hawaii).
Marquette Airlines, (Purchase by T.W.A. has been approved by the C.A.B.),
Mayflower Airlines, and Wilmington Catalina Airlines.
21. Pan American Airways Inc. was incorporated in 1928 as Aviation
Corporation of the Americas. The name was changed in 1931. The parent is a
holding company for Pan American (N.Y.) which holds Pan American Aviation
Supply Co. and Pan American (Nev.) which holds China Airways Fed. Inc.
(China), National Aviation Inc., and South Seas Commercial Co. for Pan
American (Del.) which holds Marine Airport Corp., and for Pacific Alaska
Airways Panama Airways, Pan American Manufacturing and Supply Corp.,
Paniar ao Brasil, Compania Mexicana de Avlaclon and Compania Nacional Cubana de Aviaclon. Other subsidiaries are Uraba, Medellin and Central Airways Inc.
(78%) Aerovias Nacionales de Colombia (80%) (Pan American is attempting to
dispose of this company to the Columbian government which holds the balance
of the stock) and nine other minor companies. The company also owns a 50%
interest in Pan American-Grace, the other half of which is owned by W. R.
Grace & Co. (Grace Steamship Lines), J. R. Trippe.
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Basically then, the industry is a purified reincarnation of the
organization existing before 1934. What then may be said of the
1934 Act? That it was emergency legislation is instanced by the
fact that it authorized the creation of the Federal Aviation Commission 22 to investigate aviation's problems preliminary to future
legislation.. Nonetheless, aside from disestablishing interlocking corporate relationships 23 and divorcing transport from manufacture
and supply, it failed utterly to comprehend the needs of the industry.
A tendency toward monopoly, whether the result of a competitive
struggle or brought about by legislation, is a fundamental characteristic of the public utility business. As with the railroads, excessive
competition was one of the factors early leading toward combination
in the air transport industry. Subsequent history strongly suggests
that had not combination been prematurely sired by the moneyed
interests, it would have developed in any event. Likewise of significance is the fact that no legislation has at any time successfully
established competition in the air transport industry. From these
facts, coupled with the advancement of aviation under the 1938
Act, we may conclude that the air transport industry is a public utility.
This was the ground of those who assumed a constructive dissenting position in 1934. Said they, recognize the nature of the
interest with which you deal, establish an independent regulatory
body endowed with power to regulate economic activity and authorized
to issue certificates of public convenience and necessity which will
insure stability to capital investment. 24 This proposal, embodied in
22. § 20, 21. The Commission held extended hearings and made specific
recommendations to Congress (1935) 6 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 163. On the
basis of these recommendations the Lea Bill was formulated. See, Wigmore and
Fagg, An Explanation of the Lea Bill (1935) 6 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 184.
23. Some investment corporations do still exist, primary of which are
Air Investors Inc., and our old friend, National Aviation Corp. As of Jan. 1,
1940 its three subsidiaries were: National Airport Corp. (100%), Washington
Air Trerminal Corp. (93.24%) and National Aviation Research Corp. (88.24%).
Some of its more important stockholdings were: 25,817 Bell Aircraft, 21,500
Curtiss Wright A, 13,500 Eastern Air Lines, 25,000 Kellett Autogiro, 20,100
Lockheed 12,700 Glynn L, Martin, 40,600 Pan American, 10,000 United Air Lines.

E. 0. Mcbonnell Is president.

24. Berchtold, North American Review, June, 1934, (Reprint, 78 Cong. Rec.
10499)
."Most leaders in the industry agree that the air transportation industry
should be placed in the hands of a non-political body whose members are
appointed for long terms....
"The tendency in American corporate structure has been toward a few large
well-organized companies. The Interstate Commerce Commission has recognized
the value of such organization In forcing the consolidation of the railroads
Into a few major systems, yet the provisions of the emergency air mail legislation
are in direct antithesis to that recognized trend.
". .. The Commission should have full power to decide on the public
convenience and necessity of all routes . . . should have rigid control over the
accounting procedure of subsidized airlines with powers to obtain full periodic
reports and necessary audits . . . coordinate within the commission all agencies
of government concerned with civil aeronautics . . . control the development of
airways . . . design and construction of aircraft."
See also the recommendation of E. R. Breech (North American) 78 Cong.
Rec. 10498:
"It is recommended that a Federal regulatory board be set up to issue
certificates of necessity and convenience to all airlines operating on February 19,
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a bill (McCarran), 25 was unsuccessfully offered in substitution of
the Air Mail Act of 1934 (Black-McKellar). Other than intervening

regulation, the history of the next four years is of the ascendency
of this group to power. Joined by the Federal Aviation Commission,
the culmination of their efforts was the enactment of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 which differs in no fundamental respect from
the original proposals of this group. As this history has been elsewhere adequately chronicled, 26 it need not be dealt with here. Similarly
a detailed discussion of the Act is reserved for a later division of
this article.
What are of importance here are the conclusions which these
implications demand. Either because of or in spite of legislation,
we have never been able to establish successful commodity competition within the air transport industry. Because air transport is
a public utility, it is economically entitled to a publicly conferred
monopoly. Hence, if a public utility, the conclusion seems irresistible

that adequate service will be obtained only if air transport is lodged
in a limited number of sound, responsible, governmentally regulated
companies.
The addition of a few statistics indicate a further conclusion.
Air transport was established to carry mail. For that service, the
government was obliged to pay $4.48 per mile in 1919, $1.09 in
1929, $0.54 in 1933, and $0.28 in 1935.27 Emerging from deficits
of thirteen and fourteen million in 1933 and 1932, the post office
department reported distinct profits on air mail in 1938 and in
1940.28 As the present rates are currently being scrutinized with
(1)
to
1934 and further, that this Federal regulatory board be empowered:
prevent Interlocking directorates of competitive companies . . ."
25. S. 3187 (March 20, 1934) 78 Cong. Rec. 5384. The Lea Bill, H. R. 5174
(Jan. 31, 1935) 79 Cong. Rec. 1356 followed much the same lines but was a
better piece of work based upon the study of the Federal Aviation Commission.
In detail it corresponds more closely to the Civil Aeronautics Act 52 Stat. 977
(1938) 49 U.S.C.A. § 401 than the McCarran Act.
26. Rhyne, Civil Aeronautics Act Annotated (1939).
27. See reports of the Postmaster General recorded in Aircraft Yearbook
(Aeronautical Chamber of Commerce of America).
28. The following statistics were reported by the Post Office at the close
of the 1940 fiscal year, June 30 last. (See, American Aviation, Feb. 1, 1941, p. 36.)
DOMESTIC AIR MAIL
Difference
Post Office Revenue
Paid to Carrier
Year
$ 9,345,615.05 loss
$ 5,272,616.45
$14,618,231.50
1930
10,733,260.70 loss
6,210,344.89
16,943,605.56
1931
13,921,842.59 loss
6,016,280.02
19,938,122.61
1932
18,283,823.24 loss
6,116,441.56
19,400,264.81
1933
6,392,423.64 loss
5,737,536.00
12,129,959.64
1934
2,245,197.99 loss
6,589,534.44
8,834,732.43
1935
2,475,006.01 loss
9,702,676.46
12,177.682.47
1936
725,995.49 loss
12,439,579.24
13,168,574.73
1987
559,961.08 surplus
15,801,210.50
14,741,249.42
1938
441,576.23 loss
16,326,358.27
16,767,934.50
1939
443,984.60 surplus
19,122,905.61
18,678,921.01
1940
Air mail routes have grown in the last decade from 14,819 miles in 1930
to 80,000 in 1939 and 92,600 in 1940.
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a view to downward revision, it is clear that there is no present
general subsidization 29 of aviation.
Nor has aviation suffered. In 1937 the industry grossed a
revenue of only 36Y2 million. This may be compared with the old
time peak of 25 million in 1933 and the low of 15% million in 1934.
As late as the midyear of 1938 half of the companies were in the
red."" Yet in 1939 the industry grossed 542 million dollars for
flying 82,571,523 revenue miles. The trend has continued; 108,254,000
revenue miles were flown in 1940. Rare is the company balance
sheet today which does not show net income. 8 '
One other fact may be added. Nineteen hundred and thirty-three
was the last year in which mail exceeded passenger revenue. The
ratio was two to one. Today that ratio is reversed and shows every
indication of broadening; 3,000,000 persons travelled on commercial
planes in 1940, an increase of 46% over 1939. At the same time, air
mail advanced 20% and express 15%o. And the companies which
have relied the least upon air mail revenues in the last six years
have been most successful.
The question sought to be raised is this: Is not the time now
at hand when we must necessarily consider the divorcement of
air mail, express, freight and passenger transport? May not certain
companies upon which monopoly is conferred be required not only
to devote their facilities solely to the transport of passengers but
to serve the entire country's passenger air transport needs?
The day when passengers are ignored in order to facilitate
mail transport should be relegated to the past's dim shadows. Today's
major routes are, or soon will be, capable of profitably operating
on an exclusive passenger basis. That they should lose money in
assuming and operating the feeder routes is not an unusual spectacle
in the public utility field; it matters only that the company balance
sheet is favorable. Likewise the expedient of temporarily preserving
joint service on feeders is always available.
As to separate carriage of air mail (combined with express),
proposals may even now be heard that the major portion of all
29. "Subsidy" wherever used in this article denotes simply the difference
between what is paid the carrier and the amount of revenue produced by
stamps on the mall carried.
30. "When the Civil Aeronautics Authority assumed office, it found the
American Air Transport industry in a state described by the House Committee
in charge of the new legislation as 'chaotic.' Half of the private capital which
had been invested in the industry had been irretrievably lost. The result of
shaken faith on the part of the investing public in the financial stability of the
airlines was preventing the flow of greatly needed funds into this industry.
More than half of the domestic airlines carrying mail disclosed operating deficits
for the year ending June 30, 1938." First Annual Report of the CAA to
Congress. (1940). 11 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 173.
31. See Report of the C.A.B., American Aviation, Jan. 16, 1941 p. 8.
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first class mail be carried by air. That is, given sufficient quantity,
air transport feels itself competent to successfully compete with
other modes of transportation. As this bulk, if released to aviation,
is much larger and territorially more widely distributed than present
passenger supply, it would afford the means for pioneering new
territories as yet untapped. Air mindedness, stimulated in mail,
will spread to air mindedness in passenger transport. Air freight
needs no comment other than to indicate that it is feasible, is capable
82
of competing with other forms of transport and is being tried.
The ultimate issue is whether the American people are willing
to recognize air as the dominant transport medium of tomorrow.
The problem is to create a system capable of development and to
release resources in sufficient quantity to ensure air transport's growth.
PART

III

THE CIVIL AERONAUTICS ACT OF 1938
The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938, founded upon experience
and knowledge derived from other ventures in public regulation
of private enterprise, established a control far surpassing its predecessors. Designed to afford economic stability to an industry
needing economic stabilization, the facts previously presented indicate
that not only has it effectively regulated, but it has accomplished
the broader purpose for which it was inaugurated. Yet, today, quite
contrary to the harmony of the past, dissension may be heard in
some quarters. Is this justifiable cause for alarm, and if so, what
should be done?
Answers, depend on an adequate understanding of the present
status. Attempted thus far has been a legal inquiry into the industry's
economics. Hence with no intention of complete surveyal, the scope
of this division is to investigate the Act and Administration.
The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 established an administrative agency consisting of three practically autonomous bodies and
attempted to draw a fine line of demarkation between executive,
legislative and judicial functions. The agencies were: a five-man
Authority, a three-man Air Safety Board and an Administrator.
Members of all agencies were appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. No term was stipulated for the
Administrator but members of the first two agencies held office
32.

See Wm. M. Sheehan, Air Freight for the United States (1939)

JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 454; Airplanes for Air Freight (1940).
OF AIR LAW 187.

10

11 JOURNAL

See also address of Grover Loening before the American Institute
Electrical Engineers, Jan. 8, 1941 (American Aviation, Feb. 1, 1941, p. 34).
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for six years.1 Within these groups was vested the entire regulation
of aviation. Comparable with this was the organization previously
existent which divided air transport regulation between the Post
Office and Commerce departments and the Interstate Commerce
2
Commission, a situation which often gave rise to difficulties.
Because the organization of the governing bodies today is not
that established by the Act and because no certitude exists that
today's structure will necessarily remain, 8 it is not important that
detailed consideration be given to intra-agency division of labor.
Title III vests general executive functions in the office of
Administrator subject to further delegation of duties by the Authority. 4 Powers of the Authority other than generally established in
Title II may be found in Titles IV, Air Carrier Economic Regulation, V, Nationality and Ownership of Aircraft, and VI, Safety
Regulation. General procedure is governed by Title X.
While the duty of safety regulation rested with the Authority,
Title VII created an Air Safety Board for the sole purpose of
providing an independent investigation of accidents involving aircraft. The Act directed it to prescribe rules governing the preservation and removal of aircraft involved in accidents, to investigate
accidents involving aircraft and report to the Authority "the facts,
conditions and circumstances relating to each accident and the probable
cause thereof" with specific recommendations to the Authority as
to what would prevent similar accidents in the future.5 These reports
were to be made public.
Such was the status of the Authority as of June 1, 1940.'The
relationships among the three branches presented some interesting
managerial questions, most of which never arose because of careful
1. § 201 (a). "The members of the Authority may be removed by the
President for inefficiency, neglect of duty or malfeasance in office." This provision

does not appear in the sections dealing with the Administrator and the Safety
Board. Hence, they are removable at will by the President. Compare, Humphrey's

Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935) ; Myers v. United States 272 U.S.
52 (1926). The terms of the members of the three and five-man Boards are
staggered.
2. The impasse is well illustrated in the fight constantly waged by various
departments of government against the specific proposals of legislation presented
between 1934-38. Each feared it would be robbed of power. It was finally
found necessary to appoint an interdepartmental committee on which the
War, Navy, Commerce, State, Post Office and Treasury Department were included.
The I.C.C. was given no representation and the final bill left them out in the

cold much against the President's prior wishes.
3. Senator McCarran introduced in the 77th Congress a bill to reorganize
the CAA and return it somewhat to the status existent before the adoption of
Reorganization Plans 3 and 4.
4. His duties were to designate, establish and chart civil airways, operate
air navigation facilities, provide facilities and personnel for regulation and
protection of air traffic in air commerce, instigate and supervise development
and location of landing areas, airways and all other aids and facilities for air
navigation. Publication and dissemination of information was vested in the
Administrator. Other duties may be assigned him by the Authority.
5. § 702 (a).
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cooperation between the various personnel. However practical
administration demanded organization not contemplated by the Act
and considerable duplication of activity was unavoidable.6
Duplicative administration, combined with the dissension within
the ranks of the Safety Board, led to the propagation of Reorganization Plans III and IV by the President and submitted to Congress
7
pursuant to Section 4 of the Reorganization Act of 1939.
Plan III concerned itself with the intra-agency organization
and introduced clarifying terminology by designating the entire
body the Civil Aeronautics Authority. The old five man Authority
was designated the Civil Aeronautics Board, the Administrator
became the Administrator of Civil Aeronautics and Plan IV abolished
the three man Air Safety Board, its functions being transferred to
the Civil Aeronautics Board.
The intent of Plan III was to vest in the Administrator all
functions essentially administrative in character as distinguished
from those relating to economic regulation. Hence his present duties
inclhde, establishment, maintainance and operation of civil airways
including all navigation facilities located thereon; promotion and
development of civil aeronautics and equipment; testing and registration of airmen; examination and testing of aircraft for type
and airworthiness certificates; inspection and certification of repair
stations, aircraft factories and flying schools. In addition, he controls
the civilian pilot training under the 1939 Act and administers safety
regulation (Titles V and VI) except the prescription of safety standards rules and regulations, and suspending and revoking certificates
after hearing (as distinguished from summary suspension which he
may exercise in the interests of safety). In addition he compromises
civil penalties, controls notification of hazards to air commerce and
appoints such officers and employees, authorizing such expenditures
and travel as may be necessary for the performance of the above
functions.
The Board retains its function of economic regulation which
will be described in detail later, the functions of prescribing safety
standards, rules and regulations and of suspending and revoking
certificates after hearing. Most important change is the re-allocation to it of accident investigation including all other functions
previously exercised by the Air Safety Board.
6. See the testimony before the Select Committee on Government Organization, United States Senate, May 9 and 10, 1940. See particularly the testimony of
Harold P. Smith, Clinton M. Hester and Robert H. Hinckley.
7. 53 Stat. 561 (1939), 5 U.S.C.A. § 133 (1940) ; (1940) 11 JOURNAL OF
AIR LAW 167, 281, 352.
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The effect of Plan IV other than the abolition of the Safety
Board was to shift the entire Authority within the framework of
the Department of Commerce. The purpose of this move as stated
by the President was to bring aero-regulation "more closely into the
Federal family," "provide representation at the Cabinet table" and
place it in a "closer relationship with the important reporting services
of the \,Veather Bureau and the essential air navigation chart service
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey."" Under this plan, the Administrator becomes a member of the Department of Commerce subject
to the Secretary. While placed within the department for housekeeping purposes, the Board retains its complete independence as an
administrative agency, selecting its own personnel and submitting
its own budget. However, all reports to the President must come via
the Secretary of Commerce.
While the ostensible purpose of the Reorganization Plans was
to eliminate blind spots which developed under the 1938 Act as to
division of powers, possible difficulties have not been eliminated.
Should the President in case of conflict between tie Administrator
and Board fail to provide an Administrator satisfactory to the
Board, federal aero-regulation could be effectively stifled. Possible
solutions of this difficulty may now be deferred as the primary
interest here is economic regulation, all of which rests with the
Board.
Economic Regulation
Title IV of the Act provides for Air Carrier Economic Regulation by an independent administrative agency endowed with
controls for broad public utility regulation more extensive than any
other yet devised. In short, the Board lacks complete autonomy only
in that it is subject to Congress and the judicial process of the Courts.
The Board's jurisdiction extends to all carriers engaged in "air
transportation;" and no carrier may so engage without a certificate
of convenience and necessity. 9 These certificates correspond to those
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission for rail transport. As
much of the groundwork for the superior economic regulation under
8.
(1940) 11 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 281.
9. § 401 (a). "Air Transportation" is defined in § 1(10) as "interstate.
overseas, or foreign air transportation or the transportation of mail by aircraft."
"Air Carrier" is defined in § 1(2) as "any citizen of the United States who
undertakes, whether directly or indirectly or by a lease or any other arrangement
to engage in air transportation: Provided, That the Authority may by order
relieve air carriers who are not directly engaged in the operation of aircraft in
air transportation from the provisions of this Act to the extent and for such
periods as may be in the public interest."
These definitions have occasioned some difficulties as to the scope of power
conferred, i.e., to interstate commerce. An expansion of definition would be
Justifiable.
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Title IV was derived from experience under the Interstate Commerce
Act, much of the precedent and practice under that Act may be read
into the Civil Aeronautics Act.
Certain requirements were laid down by Congress for the issuance of certificates of public convenience and necessity; if complied
with, it is mandatory that the Board issue the certificate. The
Supreme Court has at various times anent the Interstate Commerce
Act declared that the purpose of a certificate of convenience and
necessity is to develop and maintain an adequate transportation
system, cure wasteful competition and prevent the building of
unnecessary lines which would weaken existing lines. 10 The Congressional Declaration of Policy, §2, reading much the same declares it
to be "in the public interest and in accordance with the public convenience and necessity" to create an air transportation system
adequate for foreign and domestic commerce, the Postal Service
and the national defense. This is to be accomplished, among other
methods, by regulation for air safety, economic soundness and coordinated transportation, and, by promotion of adequate and efficient
service without unjust competitive practices, i.e., competition only
to the extent necessary to promote sound industrial development.
Probably the phrase, "public convenience and necessity" though
long used for the guidance of administrative bodies is capable of no
greater definitive explicitness than that given by Congress. It must
of necessity be a flexible formula capable of adaptation to the facts
of any given case."
One exception only existed to the above rule. Congress inserted
a "grandfather clause," much in the nature of a conclusive presumption, providing that those air carriers continuously operating
adequate and efficient services from May 14, 1938, to the effective
date of the Act (August 22, 1938) were entitled to certificates upon
proof of those facts only. In practice, the Board required, (1) Proof
of citizenship of applicant, (2) continuity of operation during grandfather period, (3) adequacy and efficiency of services actually
rendered, and (4) the scope of the prior authorization by the Post10. Western Pacific California Ry. Co. v. Southern Pacific Co., 284 U.S. 47
(1931), Texas and N.O.R. Co. v. Northslde Belt Ry. Co., 276 U.S. 475 (1928).
11. "The concept of public convenience and necessity defies any categorical
definition . . . the phrase is not susceptible of reduction to a fixed and rigid
definition but its meaning must be determined in light of the context and objectives of the statute wherein it is used." It is "not restricted to the interests of
a particular community but (is) national in scope." Pan American Airways
(Nev.) Certificate of convenience and necessity 1 CAA Reports 188 (temp.)
Docket No. 6-401 (E) (2), (1940).
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master General with respect to mails. 12 As these certificates have all
been issued, the problem is of academic interest only.
As to new applications, the Board must issue a certificate if the
applicant is fit, willing and able to perform, willing to conform to the
Act and the regulations of the Authority and if such transportation
is required by the public convenience and necessity.' 3 When accepted,
the applicant must stand ready to carry air mail if authorized and
must comply with Title II of the Railway Labor Act and the
decision of the National Labor Board prescribing hours and wages
for pilots. The latter provision may be waived by the Board in
some instances. A certificated route may not be abandoned, nor the
certificate transferred without the authority of the Board. 14 Though
certain groups in Congress desired to place a time limit on the
certificates, the Act as written contains none.' 5 However, the Board
may at any time modify, suspend or revoke a certificate, either upon
petition or its own initiative, if required by the public convenience
12. § 401 (e) (1) and (2) Almost all companies operating today hold these
certificates. See for example, Continental Air Lines, Certificate, Docket No.
2-401(E)-i (1939) ; Pan American Airways (Nev.), Certificate, Docket No.
6-401(E)-2, (1940). See also, Airline Feeder System, Certificate, Docket No.
57-401(E)-1, (1939), application denied.
13. § 401 (d) (1) Also included are amendments under § 401 (h).
In
granting or altering a certificate- the Authority has outlined the following
considerations: "whether the new service will serve a useful public purpose,
responsive to a public need; whether this purpose can and will be served as well
by existing lines or carriers; whether it can be served by the applicant with
the new service without impairing the operations of existing carriers contrary
to the public interest; and whether any cost of the proposed service to the
Government will be outweighed by the benefit which will accrue to the public
from the new service." Pennsylvania-Central, Certificate, Docket No. 245 (1940) ;
United Air Lines, Certificate 1 CAA Reports 259 (temp.) (1940) ; Eastern Air
Lines Certificate, 1 CAA Reports 284 (temp.) (1940) ; National Airlines Inc.,
Certifcate, 1 CAA Reports 105 (temp.) (1940). (Good analysis of this section
as relates to § 2. Cf. § 1002(i)). For the best discussion of "public convenience
and necessity," see Northwest Airlines, Certificate 1 CAA Reports 66 (temp.)
(1940), Docket No. 131 and 232; (1940) 11 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 163.
See also the position taken by the Board in, American Export Airlines,
Certificate, Docket No. 238 (1940) : "We conclude that competition in air
transportation Is not mandatory, especially when considered in relation to any
particular route or service. Clearly Congress has left to the discretion of the
Board the determination of whether or not competition in a particular area is
necessary to assure the sound development of an appropriate air transportation
system."
In the consolidated petitions of Delta Air Corp., Penn. Central, Southern
Air Lines, Dixie Air Lines, and Eastern Air Lines, decided Jan. 30, 1941. the
Board said further: "The number of air carriers now operating appears sufficient
to insure against monopoly in respect to the average new route case, and we
believe that the present domestic air transportation system can by proper supervision be integrated and expanded in a manner that will in general afford the
competition necessary for the develQpment of that system in the manner contemplated by the Act. In the absence of particular circumstances presenting an
affirmative reason for a new carrier, there appears to be no inherent desirability
of increasing the number of carriers merely for the purpose of numerically
enlarging the industry."
As a matter of fact, almost no certificates have been issued under § 401 (h)
and the opinions above render it academic. This is clearly consistent with the
views expressed in this article. § 401 (h) will henceforth be the important section.
14. § 401 (i), (k), (1), (m).
15.

This is not true in the case of permits to foreign air carriers.

See

§ 402 (f). In most instances the Board has issued permits for a period of fifteen

years. Imperial Airways, Ltd., Docket No. 147 (1939) ; Imperial Airways (Bermuda). Docket No. 43-402(c)1, 1939) ; Airways (Atlantic), Ltd., Docket No.
401 (1940).
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and necessity or if the carrier fails to comply with the Act and
regulations promulgated thereunder.16
Convenience and Necessity Certificate Regulation
As observed, certificates of convenience and necessity provide
the fulcrum for the Board's economic control of the air transport
industry. The purpose of this economic control may be said to be
the stabilization and development of the industry. This is accomplished, A. through control of business structures and practices, and
B. through regulation, (1) of transport tariffs and (2) mail compensation.
Business Regulation
The industry's past economic history and correlative legislation
constitutes the only perspective through which regulation of business
structures and practices under the Act can be understood. For this
the general 1934 status must not be confused with the Air Mail
contract cancellation issue which allegedly rested on the illegality
of the manner in which the contracts were obtained. However, it
must fairly be conceded that many of the conditions prevalent were
proximately occasioned by prior air mail legislation.
The 1938 Act's business regulation features had two sources,
(1) the Air Mail Act of 1934, and (2) the Clayton Anti-trust Act,
both previously discussed. 17 The prime importance of the latter
lies in the fact that §11 of the Clayton Act vests the power of
enforcement of these provisions where applicable to air carriers in
the Civil Aeronautics Authority. Correlatively §414 of the Civil
Aerofiautics Act relieves persons complying with orders of the
Board relative to Title IV from the operations of the Clayton Act
and other legal restraints.' 8 Herein lies the key to the Board's power;
not only may they waive these provisions generally, but also as particularized in the Civil Aeronautics Act.
The teeth of business regulation is found in §§408-416 of
the Act, the general scheme of which is to prohibit certain re16.
17.

§ 401 (h). See discussion, note 13, supra.
Supra, Part II.

18. § 414 C.A.A. Any person affected by any order made under sections 408,
409, or 412 of this Act shall be, and is hereby, relieved from the operations of
the "anti-,trust laws," as designated in section 1 of the Act entitled. "An Act
to supplement existing laws against unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for
other purposes," approved October 15, 1914. and of all other restraints or monopolies, and for other purposes," approved Oct. 15, 1914, and of all other restraints or
prohibitions made by, or imposed under, authority of law, insofar as may be
necessary to enable such person to do anything authorized, approved or required
by such order.
§11, Clayton Anti-trust Act. That authority to enforce compliance with
sections two, three, seven and eight of this act by the persons respectively
subject thereto Is hereby vested: ... in the Civil Aeronautics Authority where
applicable to carriers and foreign air carriers subject to the Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938.
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lationships unless approved by the Board. Approval is granted either
by a certificate of convenience and necessity or by general authorization. The criterion in all instances is "public interest" as declared
in §2.
§408 regulates consolidation, merger and acquisition of control,
Unless approved by the Board, it is unlawful for an air carrier to
consolidate or merge- with an air or common carrier or any person
engaged in any other phase of aeronautics (e.g. manufacture and
sale). No air or common carrier nor any person engaged in any other
phase of aeronautics may purchase, lease or contract to operate the
properties of any air carrier. No air carrier may purchase, lease or
contract to operate the properties of any person engaged in any other
phase of aeronautics. Relation with a foreign carrier is forbidden.
In short, the sole business of the air carrier is to transport. This in
essence is a restatement of the Air Mail Act of 1934. However, to
relieve its onerousness, qualifying sections are added.
§408 provides that any person seeking approval of a consolidation, merger, purchase, lease, operating contract or acquisition of
control shall petition the Board. Unless found inconsistent with the
public interest, the Board shall grant the application. The terms of
the statute appear mandatory. However, two provisos are attached:
(a) no plan shall be approved "which would result in creating a
monopoly or monopolies and thereby restrain competition or jeopardize another air carrier not a party" to the plan; (b) a carrier other
than an air carrier shall nonetheless be considered one for the purpose of §408 and no proposed transaction shall be approved save
when it will promote the public interest without restraining competition.
Controversy has arisen as to the meaning of the first proviso.
In the Application of United Air Lines Transport Corp.19 for merger
with Western Air Express the Board defined itself out of the difficulty by saying that only those combinations were monopolies which
were unreasonable monopolies. This solution seems doubtful. However, it is clear that Congress did not intend the prohibition against
monopoly as absolute. §2, the policy section declares that "competition to the extent necessary to assure the sound development of an
air transportation system" shall be maintained. The proviso constitutes no more than a particularization of this mandate as it con19. 1 C.A.A. Reports 215 and 230(temp) (1940), Docket No. 215 and 270.
For a more complete discussion see, (1940) 11 JOURNAL OF AIR LAW 859. Compare
also with the material in note 13 supra, and T.W.A.-Marquette Acquisition,
Docket No. 315 (July 3, 1940) ; id, Dec. 18, 1940, which approved a merger as
being in the public interest.
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cerns §408. Neither to be overlooked is the fact of exemption from
the anti-trust laws in §414 nor the power of the Board under §416
to waive any requirement of Title IV if necessary for the public
interest.
All exploitative business practices, however, do not require
corporate interrelation. Of looser form are pooling agreements and
unfair methods of competition. Sections 411 and 412 give the Board
jurisdiction of these issues by use of the cease and desist order and,
in the case of pooling or other agreements, all of which must be
filed with the Board, by approval or disapproval. 20 Analagously
§410 gives the Board power of approval or disapproval of any loan
or other financial aid from the United States or any agency thereof
21
to any air carrier.
To make control complete §409 prohibits an officer or director
of an air carrier from being an officer, director or stockholder holding
a controlling interest in another air or common carrier, or anyone
engaged in any other phase of aeronautics, unless approved by the
Board on the ground that the public interest will be adversely affected
thereby. It is worthy of note that the provision of this section as
to the granting of permission is permissively rather than mandatorily
phrased, as in §408. But in practice the Board has been loath to
grant §408 petitions while a variety have survived §409.22
If the 'Board cares to exploit it, §416 may well become the
broadest of the Act. It provides that the Board may establish such
just and reasonable classifications of air carriers as the nature of
their services demand and may promulgate all necessary rules and
regulations requisite to the effectuation of Title IV. But the Board
is given power to exempt any carrier from the provisions of this
title or rules and regulations pursuant thereto if such so adversely
20. Airline Pass Agreement, 1 C.A.A. Reports 170(temp) (1940), Docket
No. 425. "Subsection (b) of §412 of the Act requires the Authority to disapprove
by order any contract, described In subsection (a) that it finds to be either
'adverse to the public interest' or 'in violation of ... the Act.' If it finds the
contract to be neither, it must approve."
21. Northwest Airlines-Reconstruction Finance Corp. Loan, Docket No.
223 (1939).
22. The largest number approved have been in the Pan American system
between the various operating and holding companies. It is rather common to
allow interlocking with other types of carriers. With this compare the Board's
position (majority and dissent) in American Export Airlines, Docket No. 238.
where the question was raised as to the necessity of obtaining formal consent
of the Board for holding company control (here a steamship line).
For opinions relating to §409(a), see Darling, Canadian Colonial Interlocking
Relationship, 1 C.A.A. Reports 134(temp) (1940); L. C. Ames-Interlocking
Relationship 1 C.A.A. Reports 3(temp) (1939). "The Authority should proceed
with caution within the relatively broad limits of its discretionary power In
granting what amount to exceptions from the statutory prohibition. An applicant
bears the burden of establishing by an affirmative showing that the public
interest will not be adversely affected by the existence of a particular Interlocking
relationship." In the face of this the Board has allowed In a few instances
interlocking with manufacturing interests. This is exactly what legislation of
recent years has been framed to avoid and should never be allowed.
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affect the carrier as to be detrimental to public interest. 23 However,
as to the labor provisions of §401 (L), no exemption may be made,
unless the carrier is not engaged in scheduled air transportation or
if so engaged, only as to flight during daylight hours, in which
instances the Board may exempt as to provisions one and two of
the subsection if found to be in the public interest. Under no circumstance may' the Board waive the limitation as to the prescribed
maximum flying hours for pilots or co-pilots.
To aid the Board in its regulation of business practice, §407
of the Act empowers it to require filing of accounts, contracts and
agreements. Each carrier must submit a list of all persons holding
more than five percent of its stock and all officers' and directors'
holdings in all companies engaged in or holding securities in any
phase of aeronautics or any other common carrier. All accounts
and property of the carriers are at any time open to inspection by
the Board, and to the extent reasonably necessary for the administration of the Act the accounts of all persons having control of
24
air carriers. The Board is to prescribe the form of the accounts kept.
Transport Tariff Regulation
The Act establishes a simple scheme of transport rate regulation.
It places an affirmative duty on each air carrier to render adequate
and efficient service, without preference and discrimination, at reasonable rates. 25 The Board is given power to enforce this obligation.
All tariffs and changes must be filed with the Board in such manner
as it prescribes. Failure of full compliance voids the rate. All tariff
changes must be filed thirty days before date of effectiveness and
any such new rate may be suspended by action of the Board, either
upon complaint or its own initiative, for not more than one hundred
and eighty days beyond the time when such tariff would otherwise
be effective. Any rate, whether proposed or effective, may at any
time be reviewed by the Board either upon complaint or its own
initiative. If found to be unjust, unreasonable or unduly preferential,
the Board may prescribe the lawful rate chargable or practice permissable.2 6 These orders, like all affirmative or negative orders of
23. This usually is done by order without formal opinion. See, e.g., Order
No. 409-A-1 (1939) temporarily approving interlocking directorates under §409
(a) ; Order No. 401-A-14 (1939) temporarily exempting Canadian Colonial from
§401(a).
24. The provisions of §407 are complied with at present by the filing of a
detailed annual report pursuant to §280.1 of the Economic Regulations. The
adequacy of these reports Is a subject of investigation by the Board at the
present time,
25. §404(a).
26. §403(a), (b), (c) and (d); §1002(d), (f), (g), (h), (1). No tariff
cases have been decided by the Board to date. All other provisions have been
complied with.
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the Board are subject to judicial review 27 by any circuit court of
appeals including that of the District of Columbia.
The rule of rate making prescribed by the statute 28 is fundamentally no different than that laid down for the Commerce Commission in the regulation of Railroads and Motor carriers. 29 Significant
is the fact that none of these statutes, all comparatively new, state
the substantive due process rule of fair return on fair value required

of rate makers by the courts. 0 Indeed to adopt the judicially ramified rule of fair return on fair value 8 ' as the sole standard of air
transport rate making would be disastrous. Capital investment constitutes no safe criterion for as yet capital goods are few, quickly

obsolescent and subject to wide fluctuations. Congress was aware
of this and prescribed a statutory standard remarkably close to
observing the value of the services rendered to the public as the
true yardstick.
Judicial attitude towards this standard must be premised from
precedent in other fields of utility regulation. Clearly, review in
equity is always open to determine if an existent rate is confiscatory.
32
Law provides two reviews, procedural and substantive due process.

The rule of Smyth v. Ames prescribes minimum fair value but a
higher rate may be statutorily required. However, no court now
definitely holds that Smyth v. Ames is a rule for commission action,
if the rate set by the commission satisfies that rule when applied
by the courts. 33 Probably the statutory rate rule for air transport
requires something more than this minimum.
27. §1006.
28. §1002(e) "...
the Authority shall take into consideration, among other
factors1. The effect of such rates upon the movement of traffic;
2. The need In the public interest of adequate and efficient transportation of persons and property by air carriers at the lowest cost
consistent with the furnishing of such service,
3. Such standards respecting the character and quality of service to
be rendered by air carriers as ,may be prescribed by or pursuant
to law;
4. The inherent advantages of transportation by aircraft; and
5. The need of each air carrier for revenue sufficient to enable such
air carrier, under honest, economical and efficient management, to
provide adequate and efficient air carrier service.
29. See §15(a) (2) of the Interstate Commerce Act (49 U.S.C.A. §15). and
§316(1) of the Motor Carriers Act (49 U.S.C.A. §316) both of which contain
language nearly identical with §1002(e) of the C.A.A.
30. Prior to 1933, §15(a) of the Interstate Commerce Act read: The commission shall establish such rates "that carriers as a whole will under honest,
efficient and economical management and reasonable expenditures ...
earn an
aggregate annual net railway operating income equal, as nearly as may be to
a fair return upon the aggregate value of the railway property."
In determining aggregate value the commission "shall give due consideration
to all the elements of value recognized by the law of the land for rate making
purposes
31. Smyth v. Ames 169 U.S. 466 (1898).
32. See generally, Chapt. 4, Judicial Review of Administrative Decisions,
Section 3, subsection 2, of Selected Essays on Constitutional Law (Vol. IV.
Administrative Law) (1938).
33. Los Angeles Gas and Electric Corp. v. Railroad Commission of California 289 U.S. 287 (1933) ; Lindheimer v. Illinois Bell Telephone Co. 292 U.S.
151 (1934) ; Railroad Commission of California v. Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
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Air Mail Compensation
Rate regulation for air mail differs from tariff regulation in
that while the latter is intended to compensate for services rendered,
the former may partake of the nature of a subsidy. Mail subsidies
have been the godfather of commercial aviation; upon their strength
service was initiated and kept alive "during the developmental period.
Though today this is largely history, as to the smaller lines and
the development of new routes, its importance cannot be underestimated.
Carriage of air mail is no longer on a contract basis. All carriers
are required to provide necessary and adequate facilities and services
for transport if so authorized by their certificate of convenience
and necessity, and must so transport when required by the Postmaster General. 3 4 If the Postmaster General desires transportation
of mail over a route not in operation, he may certify that fact to
the Board which provides this service if required by public interest. 35
Regulation of air mail carriage and rates rests primarily with
the Board, but foreign air carrier's rates as distinguished from
American carriers (domestic and foreign routes) are set by the
Postmaster General who has full discretion. 6 The work of the
Board in setting domestic compensation rates was taken over from
the Interstate Commerce Commission, which exercised it under the
Air Mail Act of 1934. Congressional intention under both statutes
was to remove the powerful weapon of subsidy, as far as possible,
from political control and manipulation.
In determining a fair and reasonable rate of compensation, the
Board is required to consider the fact that the carrier is bound by
his certificate to furnish a service of character and quality, that the
carrier must be sufficiently compensated to continue the service and
that air transportation must be developed to the extent necessary
for the commerce of the United States, the Postal Service, and the
302 U.S. 888 (1937) ; United Gas Public Service Co. v. State of Texas 313 U.S.
123 (1938) ; Cf. McCardle v. Indianapolis Water Co. 272 U.S. 400 (1926).
In most cases of review of federal rate making bodies the requirement is
that they follow the statute. See St. Louis and O'Fallon Ry. Co. v. United States
279 U.S. 461.
34. §401(m).
35. §401 (n). Continental Air Lines, Certificate, 1 C.A.A. Reports 91(temp)
(1940) Docket Nos. 265 and 285. The Postmaster General's certification under
§401(n) is "entitled to great weight," but "alone cannot determine the broader

question of public convenience and necessity," the only basis on which a certificate may be issued or amended. T.

& W.
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Reports 8(temp) (1939), Docket No. 295 and 297. "It is generally recognized
that public convenience and necessity statutes impose upon the regulatory agency
the duty, through the exercise of a reasonable judgment based upon its particular functions and knowledge of the utility which it regulates, together with
such guidance as is furnished In the act to determine whether a project is in the
public Interest. Texas and P. R.,Co. v. Gulf C. and S. F. R. Co. 270 U.S. 266. 273."
36. §406(a) and (f).
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national defense.3 7 Clearly, this standard is broader than that for
tariffs.
The Board may prescribe the method or rule of measure for
ascertaining this rate of compensation."8
Schedules and changes of schedules of aircraft operations must
be filed with the Postmaster General. Approval is indicated by
designation of the schedule. He may, however, deny, alter, amend
or modify the schedule or change by issuance of an order. Orders
as distinguished from designations are reviewable by the Board,
which may establish any schedule deemed necessary by the public
interest. 89
The Postmaster General may make any rules necessary for safe
and expeditious carriage, consistent with the Act or40regulations of
the Authority. In short, the Authority is supreme.
37. 1406(b). Mail rates are controlled by the factors of §406(b). The
included "which the Authority is directed to take into considerafactors
tion In therein
fixing and determining fair and reasonable rates under the Act differ
from the tests which, under the Influence of judicial decisions during the past
forty years, have been set up for the guidance of public regulatory bodies in
fixing rates for public utilities and common carriers. The fixing ... under §406(a)
and (b) ... involves the delegation of a broad discretionary power which must
specifically
has Civil
Aeroconsiderations which Congress
be exercised in the light of certain
of the
Sections 2 and 406 as well as other sections
prescribed ...
nautics Act disclose the clear intent of Congress that the problems of civil
aviation require special treatment." Mid-Continent Airlines, Mail Rate Compensation, Docket No. 3-406(a)-i (1939).
"Petitioner contends that it is entitled to a rate of return upon its total
investment in the transatlantic service and that a reasonable return ... is ten
percent per annum.
"The minimum rate required by the Fifth Amendment of the Federal Constitution below which the Authority may not go in fixing compensation for
the carriage of mail by air Is one which will yield a reasonable return upon
that part of the air carrier's total investment which Is properly apportioned to
such service. Minnesota Rate Cases, 230 U.S. 352, Smith v. Illinois Bell Telephone
Co. 282 U.S. 133, Banton v. Belt Line Ry. 268 U.S. 413, Railway Mail Pay Cases
56 I.C.C. 1, 144 I.C.C. 675. It must follow that any rate in excess of such a
minimum fixed by the Authority could not be noncompensatory in a constitutional
sense. Nor do we find any basis in the provisions of the statute for the contention
that the Authority in exercising its judgment In fixing the rate for the transporation of mail is under a duty to provide for a return upon petitioners' entire
investment."
"The relative weight to be given to each of the four standards which the
statute has set forth and to the three national purposes enumerated under the
fourth standard (Commerce of the U. S., Postal Service, National Defense)
are matters which lie solely within the discretion of the Authority. Nor is
that discretion limited by any statutory mandate requiring the Authority to
seek the result to be obtained by prescribing a definite rate of return upon a
fixed investment base. It could not reasonably be contended that the 'need' of
the carrier requires any such approach to the rate making process.
"We believe that as a matter of general principle the return to be received
on capital invested in the air transportation industry should depend in a large
degree upon the commercial development of the service and the attraction of
commercial traffic." Pan American Airways (Del.), Air Mail Compensation,
Docket No. 202 (1939).
38. §406(a). The weight-credit base was abandoned in Northwest Airlines,
Air Mail Compensation, Docket No. 129 (1939).
1405(e), §411, Eastern Air Lines v. American Air Lines, Docket No.
39.
249 (1939).
40. "There is no intent expressed in the Act or desire upon the part of
the Authority in the administration of the Act, to superimpose governmental
management upon the management of air carriers. There is, however, a clear
intent that management policies be so guided, either by the air carriers themselves or through such reasonable control as the Authority may lawfully undertake
that the public expenditures In respect of air transportation may yield the greatest
possible results for the public Interest as declared in the Act." Mid-Continent
Airlines--Mail Rate Compensation, Docket No. 3-406(A)1, 1939).
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Conclusion
If rate making was the primary function of an aero-regulatory
agency, one might reasonably contend as did certain groups prior
to the passage of the Act, that regulation of aviation should be left
with the Interstate Commerce Commission. It now has within its
control railroad and motor transportation. Completion of the picture
through inclusion of aviation would lend well to coordination of
services and simplification of joint rate determination.
Conceding the validity of these objectives, experience has proved
beyond peradventure that aviation's problems are unique. Ample
illustrations of this are the extraordinary scope of authority exercisable under the air sovereignty doctrine and present regulation of
non-transport flight. A proper solution then would recognize these
distinctions while seeking to gain the general objectives.
The Reorganization Plans purposed the integration of the Federal
Government's executive functions. It is suggested that the placement
of the Civil Aeronautics Authority within the Department of Commerce served no purpose other than the facilitation of political
control. Aside from justifiably abolishing the Air Safety Board, it
accomplished little toward eliminating potential conflicts within the
agency.
It is suggested that a solution more commendable would be
the creation of a Department of Transportation, a Cabinet office.
In it would be incorporated (1) the Civil Aeronautics Authority,
(2) the Interstate Commerce Commission, (3) the United States
Maritime Commission, (4) the Bureau of Marine Inspection and
Navigation, and possibly the Federal Communications Commission,
the Bureau of Inland Waterways, and the Federal Power Commission.
The functions of these bodies are interrelated; hence there exists
much duplication of facilities and services with no procedure for
interchange of experiential knowledge and no coordination of control.
To group these bodies would achieve this needed integration.
The autonomousness of administrative agencies is today one
of the inexplicable ambiguities of government. It is suggested that
the President's reorganization of the Civil Aeronautics Authority
has indicated the solution of this problem but that one more step
is necessary. No attempt is here made to present a plan complete
for all agencies, but using the Civil Aeronautics Authority as an
example, the scheme should be substantially this: The entire Authority
(designated the Bureau of Civil Aeronautics), should be placed
within the Department for housekeeping purposes with an Assistant
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Secretary of Transportation as its. coordinating head. But as the
Board exercises essentially legislative and judicial functions, its
independence should be maintained, except that the Assistant Secretary would be either its chairman or ex-officio member. In turn
the Assistant Secretary and the Secretaries of the other Bureaus
(i.e., Railroads, Motors, Maritime, etc.), would constitute the Department's Board of Transportation. Its duties would be the coordination
of the Department's activities and the administration of executive
functions. Hence in the case of the Authority, no separate office
of Administrator would exist but the Board would appoint such
executive personnel as necessary to perform the work of the Authority
in conjunction with the general staff of the department.
Today's soundest public utility regulation is to be found in
the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. Grounded on the best precedent
afforded by past legislation, it has been eminently successful despite
minor disruptions. Nonetheless, to ascribe an intention to its framers
that the Act should constitute the final word in utility regulation
is fallacious. The time is at hand when the lessons learned therefrom
need be applied in the creation of an integrated system of transport
regulation.

